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'Conven on! accoss to the outdoor environment

is frequently denied to many people In our society

because of the manner in which outdoor elements

are designed and constructed. Every person can

expect to be physically handicap ed either

temporarily or permanently at some pie during
theireetime. A mother pushing a baby carrlage,4

. a shopper whose arms are loaded down with
packages,/ a child pulling a wagon, and a
pregnant wolan may find themselves unable to

' ,cope with a flight of stairi, a curb, or a door
because of the design of these objects.

11.11, .

These people may expect to be relieved'of their

handicaps within a fairly short length of lime,
unfortunately, there are also those who, through

a petmanent handicap, will alw s be inhibited In

their movements,

The ,total number of permanently disabled
people is growing dramatically. The primary
reasons for this are better medical treatment and

care, and as a direct result of this, increased
longevity, With people living well into their

I , seventies, eighties, and nineties, it may be
expected that the opportunity for a traumatic
injury or a debilitating disease during their

lifetime is greatly increased. Also, the wars that

havevcorred in our recent history aye created

large ntRters of disabled people. a

- .44

1 i

/

In the past, the basic attitude the general

population toward those with vario s disabilities

was, "Out of sight out of 'mind," Current
attitudesplace more emphasis upon encouraging

disabled pedpie to lead more productive lives and

to avail themselves of educational opportunities.

Concomitant with this, a national effort is being

made to employ the handicapped, This, of

course, requires that those with disabilitiq must
be able to go easily to a place of education' or

employment. However, while barrier-free archi-

, lecture, at least in public buildings ,. is becoming

a reality through federal, state, and'Iocal cbdes
and legislation, provisions to assure barrier-free

site design have for the most part been neglected.

This inadequacy has not been as intentional as it

1

has bodh accidental. Standards, detglis and ober
design configurations which have limited the

accessibility of impaired people in the exterior
'onVironfnent, have usually been in common
usage for years, and simply have not been
examined as to their appropriateness.

Most landscape architects and ether environ-

mental designers desire to make their designs
accessible to the handicapped, but must be made

aware of the standards and guidelines that are

necessary to do so. At present, the individual
designer asked to design facilities for the

disabled person has few ready sources of

reference. Although much work and study has
been done or{ the subject by government

agencies on state and local levels, independent

iiistitutions, and a number of design firms, the
work is so scattered as to be of little use. There

has been a need for the development of a
centralized reference for the sharing of basic
resource material for the design of Site facilities,

The research and development of this publication'

was made possible by a contfact (H-2002-5) be

tween the office of Policy Development and Re

search of The Department of Housing and Urban

Development and The American Society of Land

scape Architects Foundation.

The following organizations and individuals have

contributed directly to the production of this pub-

lication.

1. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Devel

opment: Washington, D.C. Mr. Charles 'Gueli,

Directs ,Commtinity Design Research Pro-
gram Government? Project Manager

Se I alknowledgement and appreciation

, , expressed to Mr. Gueli for his insight,

p ion and guidance on this project. Ms.

D bop!), Greenstein and Mr, Larry Kirk.of HUD

,havtprOvided valuable input and review data

throughout the course of the research and de-

,velopment phase of the project, in addition,
Ms, Marie McGuire Thompson of ICSG Id Dr.

Morton . Leeds of HUD have reviewed and
guided We research and development of the
final publication,



r,

2, American Society of Landscape Architects

Foundetion:, McLean, Virginia, Mr, Gary 0,

Robinette, Executive Director

As project director, Mr. Robinette was respon'sl-

ble for,coordlnation between the many parties

involvecLln_the_pro_kctIon of thipublication

and'was responsible for much of the text de-

veiopment as well, Research Associates for'the

ASIA Foundation were Mr. Jay Jorgensen,

ASIA representative An the Architectural Bar-

riers Committee of the President's Committee

on Employment of the Handicapped, and Pro-

fessor Alan Winslow, Chairman of the' pro-

' gram. of Landscape Architecture at Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State University.

These gentlemen provided the basic data from

which the design recommendations and

' guidelines were establlehed,

3,'Johnson 'and Dee - Landscape Architects

Avon, Connecticut: Mr, Richard K, Dee, Princl-

pal in Charge

The firm of Johnson & Dee was assigned re-

Iponsibility for the "translation" of raw research

data into the final printed book. Their' services

:included editing of text material kom.raw and

rough draft form, development of additional

text and standards where necessary,

o

formula-

tion
of

tion Hof
tigraphic design format, preparation

, of all hic Illustrations end assembling

cam,ara -ready mechanicals for printing.

a/the supervising partner, Mr. Dee was as-

sted by Mr. Gary Hath, Ms. Jacquelin McBride

,and Mr. Christopher Nothstine.

4. 'At sewttol riolnts during the course of the study,

the material gathered to that date was pre-
.

sented to panela of reviewers for thercbm-

( ments on its completeness, accuracy, and

apprdpriateness. These panels consisted of de-

s signers, administrators, persons with specific

hancjIcaps, educators, and members of both

public 'and private groups Vrganized to repre-

sent handicapped persons nationwide. Review

panels have includeqte following people:.

Bert Anderson, U.S. Dept. of Housing and

Urban Development

MeivIl a J, Appel', U,S, Dept, of H.E,W., Bu-

roe i of Education of the Handicapped, DI-

vial'on of Research

Richard Austin, Kansas State University

Richard Blakeley, University of Wisconsin, De-

partment of Landscape Architecture

-Ptiul Carr, The CommunityGroup Corp.

Pat Case, U.S, Department of Transportation

Richard Dee, Johnson and Dee, Landscape

Architects

James Gashel, National Federation, of the

Blind

Ginger Hale, SSA, BHI

William A. Hillman, Jr., Bureau of Education

for the Handicapped, Division of Tritining

Programs

Jerry Hit:limn, National Recreation and

Park Association

Samuel J. Hodges, Ill, U.S. Department of

Housing and Urban Development

Dean Johnson, Johnson tind Dee, Landscape

Architects'

William KIrwln, Smith/Kirwln

Marcia Lacy, Psychiatric institute of America

Peter L. Lassen, U.S, Veterans Administration

Ira L% efler, UMTA, Department of Transjibrta-

no

Edmonll Leinard, Presidentnommittee on

Employment of the Handicapped

.Harrlet Miller, N,R,T,A. American Associa-

tion of Retired persons

Ashot Mnalzakanlan, DDD/RSA/Department

of Health, Education and Welfare

M.D. Myers, F.E.C.A./Departme)tt- of..Health,

Education and Welfare

Donald Molnar, University of Illinois

Robert L. O'Boyle,' Robert L. O'Boyle As-

sociates

David Park, National Recreation and Park

Association

Allen Sarodkin, SSA/BHI

Julian Stein, American Association for Health,

Physical Education and Recreation

Edward K Stone, II, lLS. Fort Service

Frederick C. Terzo, The Rouse Company

Thomas B. Thompson, Architectural Con-

sultant

Roberta Van Beek; National Easter Seal So-

ciety for Crippled Children and Adults

Jean Woman, U.S. Department of Housing

and Urban Development

Doris WrIghtrThe-Community_Group_Corp,_

John Womack, U.S. Department of Housing

and Urban Development

Robert Zolomill University of Illinois

Special thanks must especially be expressed to

all of the organizations, agendies, individuals, and

offices which sq generously proVIded research

data and material. These are unfortunately too nu-

merous to mention individually,
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Purpose of Study

Ttie purpose of this publication is to provide In

one source, for both administrators , and

designers, the necessary Information that can

lead to designs that consider all persons using

the outdoor environment. II Is not intended that it

should present xigid guidelines or standards, but

---raiherit_should_aclas_u_nedium of sharing

Information, ,

Thls document is meant to be used as a tool

for design and evaluation by, administrators,

landscape architects: architects, engineers,

handicapped people with an interest in accessible,

exterior facilities, maintenance personnel, local

.concerned groups, and other Interested peoplei

II is hoped that It will assist anyone who may

be Inadvertently preventing handicapped people

from enjoying total access to the 'environment

because of a lack of knowledge of pertinent

guidelines or details.

Content of Study

The information presented within this

publication relates to the following areas:

1. The status of federal and local legislation,

both past and present in making NI: exterior

environment more accessible. A profile of cur-

rent legislation and requirements enacted by

individual states is provided in Appendix C.

2. The relationships of the costs in providing

barrier-free access for both existing and pro-

posed construction.

3. Information regardirrg the amounts, types and

characteristics of handicapped people within

our society and the means for gathering addi-

tional statistical information.

4. Details of how site elements such as steps and

ramps, seating, handrails, parking stalls,

waste receptacles, and ,site lighting may be

designed so as to be usable by the handi-

cal:41ed, Guidelines, planning considerations;

and coverage of the inter - relationships be-

Mean site elements, architecture, and

natation systems are included, The document

does not deal with Old Interior aspects of

buildings nor with the actual systems of Irene-

portatiqn since much has boon published on

this already. Neither does it deal with handi-

caps of such severity that the individual is

completely unabte to-yse the outdoor-envIron---_____

merit without extreme assistance,

uled for 'completion In
early 1016and ,will be on

file at the HUD Office of Policy Development and

Research and can be obtained through the Gov-

°maw! Printing Office in Worthington, D,C,

5. Finally, suggestions of where to rook for add1,

tional information; the names of organize.

tions, agencies, Institutions, publicaliona,

and people or projects that have been helpful

during the study are listed at the end of !hi

publication.

Study Methodology

The methodology for this study included the

collection of information concerning population

groups with various handicaps, the study of

physical constraints manifested by various

disabilities, and the gathering of details and

planning studies which have been related to

making the exteriorenvironment more accessible

to the disabled. After the basic standards,

guidelines, details, and site plans Were gathered,

they were compiled,
organized, edited, and were

then supplemented by papers and documents

prepared by various designers, recreational

theyphysical ther sts, and other

specialists who served a consultants to this,

study. This material las been assessed,

appraised and altered where necessary by

representatives of design organizations, govern-

mental agencies, and groups representing

handicapped populations in informal review -

seminars conducted as part ,of the'study.

In addition to the digested information pre-

sented in the publication the reader is now hold-

ing, a larger report is presently being developed

and ,will 'include the majority of basic reseed

material as well as a variety of case studies and

"back up" information. The publication is sched-

Definition of ltrms

For the purpose of this study, it has been

necessary to define particular handicaps,

impairmentvand restrictive devices so that they

may be related to individual design elements. The

terminology used below, with the exception of

"temporary impairments," Is generally accepted

and used in literature dealing with the

handicapped.

1, TEMPORARY IMPAIRMENTS

Temporary Impairment refers to any, and all

situations In which people-become temporar-

ily restricted In their movements either

through a diseash or trauma that requires time

to heal, or simply In performin'g the normal

functions of everyday life. The pregnant wom-

an; the shopper with his arms loaded with

packages, the skier with a broken leg, an the

woman wearing high heel shoes are all "handi-

capped to a degree" in their movements, but

the duration of their impairment Is relatively

short-lived.

2: ACTIVITY IMPAIRMENTS,

The term activity impairment generally refers

to any sort of limitation which curtails the

normal activities of a person. Most often dis-

eases of the heart, lungs, or forms of arthritis

and rheumatism are involved, Visual, audial or

mobility curtailment ate not Included. In gen-

eral, people with activity impairments cannot

play strenuous games or engage in unlimited

physical activity.

3. MOBILITY IMPAIRMENTS (MOBILITY "Al

A mobility Impairments
curtails the ability of

movement or ambulation. It may be caused by



such things as partial paralysis which has not

been compensated for by the Use of ambula-

tory aids, or the absence 'of extremities 'which

have not been replaced by mechanical aids.

'r Disabilities, deformities, or handicaps which

(°'curtailcurtail the movement of th! person are includ-

ed, In this category.

4. MECHANICAL AIDS (Mollill.rif3Yg"B')

:Alhe04hair is a'chair on wheels normally

,"proPellitt by theoccupant by means of
;"4ibirkIrifrig attached to the two side wheels.,

,N;hetichairi may also be motorized or pro-

Aelled.by an attendant

;,4, b. CrutOr
A crutch is a staff with a crosspiece, at the

top to support the person, in walking. The

point of support may be under the shoul-

der, upper arm, or forearm. For each

crutch., a second support is provided at

hand level,

ane
.0 6.

cane or walking stick is a short staff ei4

ther straight or curved at the upper end,
used to provide scree support at hand level

in walking.

d. Walker

A walker is a four-legged stand which pro;

vides support for the user. It is moved by

lifting or by wheeling on casters

e. Brace

A brace is defined as any kind of supportlie

device for the arms, hands, legs, feet,
back, neck, or head, exclusive of temporary 7

casts, bandages, trusses,, belts, or ;

crutches.

f. ArtifIcipl Limb

An artificial limb is a device to replace a

missing leg, arm, hand, or foot It does not

necessarily have moving parts. A device

employed only for lengthening a leg where

the whole leg or foot is present is not in-

cluded in this definition.

Wheelc atr ro

5:

g. Special Shoes

Footwear specifically degig,Ited as pod latric

aids to be' used in assisting -people in

°

MANUAL IMARMENTS.

a. A' partiaf4anual Impalrmpnt entalislhe
Impairment of either both handelo a der

tain degree, or total disability,of one hand

It may refer to the lack of a replacement of

missinghand or arm with a mechanical de

vice. Theie4 some use of hands or arms

and some tftual dexterity in a partia
manual IMpairrnent:

b., A total manual ImpaIrrnent means, In ef

fect,, that the .person has no, use of his

hands or arms. Therefore, he is hands

caged in those aspects'of the exterior: en

vironment which require the use of these

extremities. It may bethe result of arthritis,

rheumatism, amputation, or the lack- of
replacement of .a limb by artificial devices.

a

In old age are the usual causes.

8. MENTAL RETARDATION

Mental retardation is defined today as a sub- -

average intellectual functioning which ,origi-

nates 'during the developmental period and is

associated ~with impairmehts ikadaptive be-

havior. In less technical terms, the mentally

'.retardeit person is one, who from childhood,
a experiences unusual difficulties In learning

and is relatialy ineffective in applying what-

ever he has Mimed to the problems of ordinary

living. Degrees of Mental retardation.

. moderate, severe, profoUnd) are' measured by

considering both measured intelligence and

impairment In adaptive behavior.
o

VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS *46

a.' Partial visual Impairments are usually 047.d
gaused by dysfunctions 'such as :polar
blindness, the loss of partial sight lame
eye, cataracts, glaucoma, a detached, reti-

na, or congenital birth defects. A worsen-

ing of some of these problems may cause,'

total visual impairments.

'b. A total visual Impairment means that a per-

son has total loss of vision. r

AUDIAL IMPAIRMENTS

a. Partial audlal Impairments include people

. with a limited ability to hear, but who are

still able to detect major sounds such as

loud noises or auclal warnings in the exteri-

or environment.
.

b. person, with total audial Impairment can-

not hear any sounds at all. Congenital birth

defeats, disease, or a steady audial deter-

ioration which, culminates in total deafness,
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In virtually, every . nation, the number of

handicapped Individuals has been increasing

significantly. the United States alone,

fitatiatics reveal that the handicapped constitute

well bver 10 pettent of the population. in addition

to the deaf, blind, mentally retarded and the

i victims of various diseases, the numbers are

swelled, by the survivors of several wars; accident

victims and thedisabled elderly. Advances in the

medical sciences and population increase's have

also had' their impact.

For many years, the establishment of,

Institutions was accepted as being the best and

most economical means of doing something for,.

and with the handicapped: These people weie

often confined in dreary Dickensian places to be

forgotten by the rest of society. Frequently

receiving meager care, the handicapped had little,

hope for the means and opportunities to live

puplically useful lives.

Out of a growing public awareness of the

. handicap problem, and through the work of mary

a

.1"

by which this legal machinery was, formed is a

process 'in itself. usu ily begins wth the
development of ,guideline by non-govern .ental

organizations, such as fe National Easter Seal

Society and others, who, ave specific interests in

certain types of handilcaps. Their interests are

,with the , problems hat ,people having these

particulardisabiliti experience when they move

through building r the outdoor environment,.

GenerallY these, uldelines are in the form of

recommended° , developed and researched

privately, distri uted to the public freely,, but havb.

77 no.ledal forCe'or binding character. Fortunately,

many State ind Federal agencies have adopted

some of the most appropriate guidelines -es the

basis for/ their requirements and ordinances

concerning the design and construction of both

:U;147iiwog-.omml--""---.2 public' owned and publicly used, facilities.

`777-17,. "441:3,

government and private organizations, evolved a

Atonal attitude that the handicapped should be

giv chance to lead more fruitful lives with

provision and opportunities for obtaining

satisfying a life style as passible. Institutio4s ate

still necessary fo(those needing complete cire,

but they should not be the only places fa the

`handicapped. Thus, an emphasis on assimilating

the handicapped into normal society began. to

take shape during the late '50's and early/60s. Thefl

key elements in this normalization process were

the goals of providing the handiciapped with

access to pausing, public and private facilitfa

recreation and transportation. /

To further the process df bringing the

handicapped and disabled back into society, a

vast spectra of legal machinery has been created.

Its main purpose is thvirnoving of, physical

barriers which have, in/ the past, prevented
handicapped .persons f 6m gaining access to

those public and pri te facilities which are

necessary for leading//a normal life. The system

/initial Recognition
An may major breakthrough concerning

natidnai recognition of a non-governmental

guideline came with the Specifications for

Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible to

and Usable By The Physically Handicapped,.

developed In 1961, by both he President's

Committee on the Employment of the

Handicapped and the Natiodal Easter Seal

Society. The specifications were in,turn adopted

by the American Nadonal Standards institute

(ANSI 117-1-1971) and at present serve as either

the total or partial basis for laws concerning
accessibility for the handicappedin the majority

of state governments,
Other non-governmental bodies which have

had success in developing widely accepted

guidelines to provide for an accessible

environment are the NatIonat, Model Building

Codes, such as those of the Building and Code

Administrators (BOCA), the International Confer-

ence of Building Officials, and the Southern

Building Code Officials.

6'



Presidents COmmittee
,The Presidtint's "Committee, on the Emak- HUD, must be accessible to the physic

ment Of the Handicapped is 'an advisory, lifer handicapped.

than administrative, agency with responsibilities

in programs utilizing architectUral criteria,

standards or guidelines, The Committee includes

. an Architectural Bar iers Committee which seats

members froM all $f the major environmental
demo fiel0s, For yeirs, 'this Committee h as
evaluated and pthmoted diScussionsAestions

and recommendations asto* the posSrbli.j-neans

of. removal of architectural arid environmental'
barriers to handicaPOed persons. It has worked

with ANSI and the National Easter Seal Society for

Crippled Children and Adults to make available the

ANSI Standards to a wide spectrum of persons

with an interest in this particular subject. The COT-

ttinittee hat also printed a .wide variety of Olin-.
tions dealing with barrier-free design, and cOor-

odinated the efforts of thousands of volunteers
around the country to creak down environmental

barriers,

Early Legislation
The Department of Health, Education and.

Welfare (HEW) reported in 1960 that 30 million

Americans had physical disabilitieS which

Seriously limited their full and free use of the
environment. Most of these people were living in

houing which did not allow, or, had . to be
. specifically remodeled to allow, independent

living, and in which additional restrictions on the

'use of outdoor spaces and public transportation

existed due to an overall lack Of accessibility.
This report was of monumental importance in
rallying support for handicapped-related legis-

lation.
The first federal legislation.designed itt deal

with .the problems'exposed/by the HEW Report

was the Housing Act of 1964; which provided a
wide range of federally - assisted, programs to help

meet the need of suitable, housing for the
handicapped, Under this act, HUD required that

10% of the units in housing projects' for the
elderly, which have been assisted or insured by

. .

Another milestone of federal, legislation in
regard to access for the handicapped, is Public

Law 90.48p, passed it August 1968., more

S'pecifically entitled, "An Act to Ensure that'
Certain Building Financed with Federal Funds

'are so Designed and. Constructed is to be
Accessible to the Handicapped" (42 U.S.L. 4151)

as amended. In addition, ithe Federal Pioperty

ManageMent Regulations, Chapter .101, Sub-Part

101-17-7, entitled Combinations' for the Handi-

capped (41 CFR 101.17-7) was developed by the

,Office, of Management and Budgets, and

promulgated as a basic administrative guideline.

TO. datetheSe two laws, together with the
Ho'using Act of 1964, have been directly

responsible for enabling the funding of 452,00
subsidiZed,. and 49,000 unsubsidized dwelling
units of elderly hoUsing,. of which at least 10%

were designed for occupancy IV\ the physically

;handicapped. In addition, 7 projects' totaling
1.,000.units have been buit specifically for the

handicapped. Therefore, approximately 50,000

dwelling units have been approved or built for the

phySically. handicapped since 1969, and It is
estirtated that 4 time that number have been

built' by 'State and local housing authori.ti
during the same period.

Current Legislation

Today there are several major guidelines and

legislative acts prepared by governmental bodies

at a variety of levels. Primary among these are the

HUD Minimum Property Standards (MPS) which

have been developed for multi-family housing,

(4910.1-1973) as well as for 1-and-2-family
dwellings (4900.1-1973) and for care-type housing

(4920.1-1973). These standards have been

coupled with a Manual of Acceptable Practices
(4930.1-1973) to indicate how buildInge and site

facilities for the elderly in HUD-insured or

assisted projects should be designed and

V

constructed to. assure their barrler-freeqcces-

.sabUity.

In, September 1973, The Rehabilitation Act of

'1973establishdd the Architecture and,Transporta-

tion Barriers Compliance ,Boardclo ensure°

adherence to earlier; federal legislation.' As of
) Apti1.1974, if is being activated by the Department

of Health,,Education and Welfare and, tilE.General

Services Administration,.

The Veterans 'Administration (VA)''in its VA.
Construction Standard CUB of October; 1979,

entitled.' Accommodelloi)s, for the' Physically
Handicapped, designates some of thiiiivais that

VA facilities need to, be altered br designed
Initially, to accommodate the handicapped and

disabled., .

. The. Building Officials and Code Administra-

tors (BOCA) Building Code was Modified In' June

1974 to deal with provisions foi the physically
handicapped and aged. These recommendationS

are widely accepted and incorporated into, or
serve as, the basis for most 1661 building codes.

The most recent addition to federal legislation/

that attempts to deal with problems of access fof

the handicapped is the 'Housing and ComMunity

Development Act of 1974. Although the Act
concerns ifself primarily with providing funds for

projects that will promote housing and general
community development, there are two sections

which are of particular importance 'to the

'handicapped. The first deals with the application'
and review requirements that must be met, before

a grant will be conferred. It states, "No grant may

be made unless an application shall have been

submitted 'in which the applicant accurately,

surveys, the condltidn of the housing stock In the

community and assesses,the housing assistance

needs Of lower Income persons (including elderly

and the handicapped . .," (104.a4A). The second,

deals with the programs eligible for assistance
and states, "A community deVelopment program

assisted under this title may include special
projects, directed to the removal of Material and

architectural barriers which restrict the mobility

and accessibility of elderly and handicapped
persons," (105.a5).



In 1974, ti,1)D undertook the development oil

new standards for rna9ing dwelling units

.accVssIble tba)nd usable by the handlcappeq. Tte

program is aided primarily at up-dating and

Up-grading the orlealANSI Standards devel-

oped 01961. The department
awarded a contract

for developmen1 and tqsting ' of these/ new

specifications in mid 1978 with the expectation

that new recommended standards Will be.

available iriAte 1975, and with final testing and

evaluation fo be completed by late 1976. These

new specifications are intended to over interior

and exterior spaces for, both public ,and private

?structures.

Both the Department of Hbalth, /clucation and

Welfare and the General Services Administration,

through the Public Buildings, Service, 'have

Federal governmental guideline for accommo-

dating handicapped persons. 'Tfte Department of

Health,) Education and Welfare, through the

Health. Services
Administration, the National

institutes of 'Health, the Rehabilitation Adminis-

', tration and the U.S. Office of Education deal with

the health, rehabilitation,
education and training

of disabled children and adults.

State Legislapow'
Many Federal rograms which provide fund'

for. construction of state and local COMMUll

structures have specific criteria and.standards a

accessibility built into them. These, programs

include the construction of hospitals, agricultural

and recreational facilities, schools of all types,

rehabilitation centers, and libraries and college

facilities, and are administered by as many as 30

various governmenal agencies having construc-

tion authority or the authority 'to dispense

, construction funds. '

State governments have'*bade considerable.

progress in recent years In their efforts to make

publicly-owned, and privately-owned but publi-

cally used, buildings and facilities accessible to

the handicapped:Such effos haVe been directed

;
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by statutory recrutrements in 49 states. In several

of the states which have ena ted legiSlation

relatlie to architectural barriers, tate regulating

agenciek have been directed top mulgate rules

and ; r gulations which wer equently

incorp rated, into buildings or of codes.

,:Apps lx C of this publication gives an.avervIew

of cur ent state legislation throughout the Wilted

Stet

of North Carolina in the 'State

Building, Co Vol. 1, General ConstrUctioni

\Section (11 as developed a publication entitled

Making But gs and facilities Accessible To

and Usakie By the Physically. Handicapped. This

document was published by' the North Carolina

Building node ,Councli andi the North Carolina

Department of,; insurance. ,Dozens of other

publicatiOns have been developed by local

government offices, voluntary agencies, advoca-

cy groups and designers.

The State Unisity of New York, through the

State University Construction Fund, has prepared

a publication entitled Making' Facilities, Accessl-

hie to the Physically Handicapped Perform-

ince Criteria. The 'aura, of Outdoor Recreation

of the Department of the Interior and the New

York Stale Council On Parks and Outdoor

Recreation have prepare separate documents

s tandards on o i oor recreation for the

physic l andicapp . The .Committee to,

Eliminate Arc'hitectur Barriers in Westchester

County has prepared as dobument entitled

Construction' Detail Planning for the Handl.

capped. ,

Jhe State of Massachusetts has been rather

plogressive in its development of legislation to

aid the handicapped. Three Acts passed by the

MassaChusetts Legislature deal specifically with

the handicapped and related problems. The first,

and most comprehensive _Is Chapter. 812 of the

Acts of 1970'. This pi Bering state legislation, in

many ways parallels Federal laws and regulations

that are designed to establish housing

opportunities for the handicapped. it provides

that within the context of the State's low income

011, ti

public housing for he elderly proj ct , "single

handicapped per ns or families of, one or more

persons, one o which is handicapped,tshall be

eligible for admissions to, such housing

regardless of age." It further states thaq the

handicapped "shall receive priority in' place nt

in no less ..than five percent of low income for

construction initiated after January 1, 1971. This

lawiltlso provides that the word "handicapped" is

not to be limited solely to the physically r

but shall include,othemestrictIons

a's well.

The second item is Chapter 889 of the Acts of

1974, which authorlz e Massachusetts

Housing .Finance Agency o devel housing for

the handicapped and, establish :within 'the

Department.of Commulty.Affairs, kbureau of

Housing for the Hanclicqd.

The third itermi, li 827 of the Acts of

1971, provides that "certain .buildings that are

open' to and used by the public' shall be

constructed so as to facilitate the use thereof' by

the handicapped." ,

International
internationally, a 13rItIsh publication entitled

"Access for the Disabled to Buildings, Part I, )

General Recommendations", *fish Standard V

Cede of Practice, CP 96: Part l:,1967, covers'in '

detail and in somewhat different terminology, the

background of the .elimination of architectural

and landscape architectural barriers for the,

disabled in Great. Biitain. Standards .have now

been developed 11 at least if other countries

around the world, including Canada, Holland,

Sweden and Australia.
In addition to ,developing national standards,,

many nations have had to find \independently'

financed Programs to deal with the handicapped ,

because 'of a lack of governmental funding. c

HUD`s Inter-Departmental Task Force for the

Handicapped 'in conjunction with the Offi a of

internatiohal Affairs (014conducted a su ey of



. .
1Q foreign programs throughout , nd
North, America. An article on their fiondin as

rinted in the HUD International I ation
Series (HLM-322-16-1A) and offers excellent
dum mary' as riaprinted bell**. '

"The countries surveyed *ere Australia,
Canada, Denmark,' the' Federal Republic of
Germany, Mexico, -the Netherlands Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom
Each. coup was found to have varying ar-

. . rangem s',for the'housing 'and care of the
handica ed, plus institutions for thqse need-
)ing com`plete care. In all covntries, the special
facilities created were :found to be far less

7 gostly than purely institutional care, while pro- .ei

viding many more services and amenities.
. "In. the, United Kingdom, local houSing
No autho406, Regional Ho*tal Boards, and

voluntary agencies provide , various types of
hou ing ancecare varying from country estates

.
to I stitutfoO. Norway and Switzerland. often
inc parateiliesidential homes as annexes. to
Other institutions such as nursing homes,
clinic's,/ training centers ,or workstops.

."In Sweden, the GOvernment has assumed,
financial responsibility for the 'handicapped
and' provides a disability pension based on
ability to work. The Swedish, Fokus Society, a
nonlatOfit group that Pas' developed housing
for. the severely disabled, attemptito Ategrate
the handicapped into city life. !Denmark is
experimenting with, apartment houses that
include uhits equipped for the handicapped.
Both Denmark and Sweden have programs to
train and pay family members to care' for the
handicapped in their ow:1,, homes. Germany
has, a program similar to Sweden's and has
developed a Fokus-type society with the same
aitns as the Swedish group.

"Th Netherlands has built avillage reported
to the world's first sesigned especially to

ovide,the physical aro social !environment
needed by,the handi pped. Called Het Dorp,
It is intended for osabled persons over 18
whose hanCaps. ace so severe they cannot
,live alone. -7r

"The Canadian Government helps 'finance
group' housing projects under kthe Canadian
National Housing Act. Experiments:are being
done with group homed-and residential dwell-
ings'where small groups of-up to 10 persons
live under the supervision of a tralped couple..
Tire homes alss; fill the role of "'halfway
houses" betVken the Hospital and .a'..-pert0a-
nent .horne. : AiiStral la has, developed tostels
for paraplegics which can also accommodate
handicappedstuderitn vocational training or
'educational programs in addition, the hostels
provide temporary housing for paraplegics
when travelling. In Mexico:- a physician has
converted a motel near.itUadalajara to fill a.
variety of needs from telripbrary to permanent
housing for the handicapped."

ON



Cost BenefitofBarrier-Free Construction

Frequently, the anticipation of extreme costs

has stifled discussion and morg thorough
evaluation of the incorporition of considerations

, for the handicapped into new construction
projects. Even greater anxiety is attached to the

likely costs in correcting already -built situations.
This apprehension continues, due mostly to the',
lack of reseed into the'costlbenetit aspects of

mipbarrier-free
construction. Recent studies. have

begun to bring information to this subject which
indicates that earlier,assumptionaff costs were,

.In fact, exaggerated.

. in a study undertaken by Perkins and WiH,
Architects, on the costs of . barrier-frea

construction,' an analysis of a questionnaire sent

to local officials and -architects revealed two
important points. First, that the cost to eliminate

architectural barriers would not have been an
important consideration to cities and counties
that have undertaken projects that have proven to

be restrictive to the handicapped. Second, that
less than 10% of the architects surveyed, felt that

a building constructed to be fully accessible to

the handidapped would be prohibitively In

support of this is a study conducted by he De-
partment. of Urban Studies, Natjonal League.of
Cities, Washington, D.C. (1067),An which several

buildings, both existing and hypothetical, were
studied .as to the spat)fic costs. Involved in mak--
ing'them.barrier-free. Elements considered in the

estimate were basic to accessibility, and con-
formed to the specifications ,set forth in the

Amer;ican National Standard institute's Specifica-

tions for Making Buildings and Facilities Acces-
sible To, and Usable By, the Physically Handi-
capped. Also, the elements were designed's° as
not to curtail any normal functions or detract
from the aesthetic appearance of the buildings.

Of the 3 new existing structures studied, it

was estimated that each building could have been.

constructed ,in..audli a way 'as .to provide total
acces;ibility4f4ss than 1110 of 1 % of -total
construction.Osts. Likewise, 6 of the 7

hypothetical buildings studied could have been
constructed barrier-f reifor less than 112 of 1 %

of the original construction costs. Although this

study does not'relate direttly to costs of site
v accessibility, it may be surmised that the price of

making a site barrier-free would be even less,
since modifications to buildings are likely to be
more extensive thin site renovations. ,

There, seems to little doubt that the

inclUsion of elements irr new construction that

insure barrItar-free design do' incrementally

increase'costs. However, analysis indicates that

the additional money necessary for such

construction is relatively small. In the cases
studied by McGaughan and Johns'on, it proved to

be ipstantially less than 1%.

-18.111.
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Remodeling

The same analysis to original construction
costs is difficult to make on existing projects '
which require renovations to allow access by
handic'apped groups. Since a projet may have
been constructed many decades ago, a direct
comparison of current corrective costs will bear

tittle relationship to costs incurred during Its
original construction. In addition, ° current
situations and demands may. have placed use
requirements on the facility which were not
originally Intended or ajiticipated. Thus, It Is Mk
cult to draw a direct comparison between original

construction costs and the costs today of renova-

ting a site situatign for access by the handi-
capped.

.Nonetheless, the concept remains that our
environment must be made accessible to our
whole population. On projects not' yet bat,
appropriate considerations should be incorporat-
ed to meet this responsibliity. In addition, we
must evaluate our existing. environment and
eliminate thosetarriers which exist. Unfortunate-
ly, we *not find the, comfortable solace with
existing situations as we can in incorporating
sympathetic design into future construction. Thee

cost of un-doing barriers in our existing

23



environment must be carried within established
maintenance budgets ,and budgets for' capital

improvements. The cost cannot be buried into a

long .column of larger construction costs to
ppear smaller. Rather, it 'mutt ,corhe, from .an

nderstanding and acknowledgment by the

public that these areas must meet the

requireMents of our, increasing population. .In
most cases, pressures for use of a. site have
Intensified beyond the poPulation originally

intended to be served. Here, the benefits of any

,, corrective construction will be realized by more

users than originally planned.

- There appears to be little evidence to support a

claim that the costs of new barrier-free

construction should negatively influence the

decision-making process of whether barrier-

. free elements are to be included in a project. On

one hand, the minor cost in'cre'ase Involved is a

small price t'6 pay f o creaSed accessibility. The

.study findings als show that 'increases a(e 'so

In9ignIficent if included in the original .

construction that both public and private

construction. budgets should be able to meet the

additional costs with little or no, apparent hard-

ship. In addjtion, the Housing and Community
OevelopmenrAct of ,1974 has explicit require-

ments for the provision of . barrier-frek

architecture and site design, along with the
Machinery to provide for the funding of such
construction, As was previouSly discussed in "Cur-

rent Legislation" of the preceding "Laws and
Legislation" section, the Act covers two items of

importance. concerning the public funding of bar-

rier-free site design. The first dealt with the initial

application and review requirements necessary for

obtaining a grant. Section 104.4(A) states that "an

accurate survey of the condition of housing in the

community and the housing assistance needs of

, loWer-income persons (including the elderly an'd

, handicapped) residing in or expected to reside in

the community" has to be submitted before any

financial assistance can be approved. The.second

item, Section 105.5 states that "assistance can be

obtained for special projects' in a community, di-

rected to the removal of material and architectural

barriers whictilestrict the mobility an accessibil-

ity of elderly anq handicapped perSons."

Withip the private sector, the costs involved

with making existing structureraCcessible
be weighed ,against the benefit of comple e
acceslibility., With our residential developments

being designed at Increasing densities, the

ultimate benefit of', any consideration for the
"haKdicapped" not,,Only provides ease of move-

ment for the general\ public,, but increases the
potential consumer market to include those with

actual handicaps as vell. With the statistics
given earlier, one can see that the numbers of

people that would becoMe eligible "customers"
to facilities so designed', and that are presently

being ignored would be Substantial, But, aside

from. the potential econoMic gains of opening

areas to the handicapped groups, we, must

ultimately meet our moral responsibility of

grading total access to ourApublic spaces. ThIS

is, especially appropriate when one stops to
consider that the very dollars spent for the
construction of public spaces came in part from

physically restricted people.

\
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. The deiign and construction of facilities that
are totally acceasIble to all people Is a highly

. desirable goal for which environmental designers

Should striVe..This challenge and responsibility is

Made more difficult clueteithe lack of coordinated

,legtelatIon and the lack of thorough implementa-

tiOntf those guidelines which are in existence, n

addition to' this Is thelack of awareness by the

general public for requirements needed byboth,
the; ,,permanently and the temporarily handl-

,:capped. ''

One of the single most influential tools to be

Used in knowledge of the accessible design Is the

number of people with various types of

permanent impairments in a given geographical

area. This will establish at least to a certain

extent, the ,glority for designing facilities to

provIdehandicapped persons with full access to

exterior site activities and facilities.

For'deslgners and administrators concerned

with the? problem, statistics provide the best
assistance in answering the following types of

questions:

Where impaired people are located within a

given regloh.
How many handicapped people there are in a

particular area,

What types of disabilities they have.
How much of an impairment the disability en-

tails,

What age groups they represent.
What constraints these handicaps cause for the

people using, site areas or elements.
I What considerations'shOuld be made In the de-

sign of facilities for people with this handicap

. in terms of design, location, alteration br cost.

With answers to these questions, a more
realistic and competent decision can be made as

to the extent the handicapped should be

considered in a design. The designer and

adminstrator should be reminded, however, that

most statistics have been developed to include

only the permanently handicapped, and frequent-

ly disregard, or fail to mention the group of our

population which is emporarily handicapped.

Each year, many perso 6 must temporarily limit

their movements -t5 wheelchair or crutches due

to sporting Injuries 8r other Inadvertent mishaps.

While their activity 16 restricted for only a
are nevertheless justhefew weeks or months hey

as handicapped for that time period as are those

whose handicaps are permanent.,
1

The charts shown on the following pages, and

in Appendix A, present current statistics which

were gathered during this studyTheyare
Included as a way of Illustrating the magnitude of

populations which will be affected by a more
Conscientious effort to irclude their requirements

in de6igning the outdocirs.

Sources ofInforimation

Am the. problems in determining the

number of people With a particular type of

disability, I the gr at variety of source, the
disparity among data, and the difficulty in

' interpolation among/ the various methods of

. record keeping. Each organization or agency,
organizes and collects statistics in an individual

way to, be used for its own purposes. Since there

is no simple way' In which the Individual site
designer or administrator concerned with the
design of exterl'co/sIte facilities could conduct the

necessary, basidata collection on his own, he

must ,rely upon existing sources of information
and exittingrethodsof data collection with the
understanding that they have a-built-in bias.

The following are a few of the government

agencies / collecting data on handicaps and

impairments, disabilities, or uses of special aids::'

.U.S./Census Bureau
Numbers, percentages of disabled in the

p /pulation

Social Security Administration

Work limitations.

National Centefor Health Statistics
Raw data oriented toward health cere.

Veterans Administration
Benefits, facilities, care,

Rehabilitation Services Administration (HEW)

Rehabilitation needs,

U.S.'01fice of Education

Educational liMitations.

Private organizations representing the handl-

capped_also maintain certain statistics concern._

ing those persons with the particular handicaps

in which the organization is Interested,

Addresses of these groups and others with an
interest In' specific disabilities are found In the

back of this book in Appendix 0,

Any population figures are subject 'to
interpretation and must be translated Into design

terms on the local level. Environmental designers

wishing to find more precise local information
concerning, the number of handicapped persons

In their particular state, region, qr, city should

contact the federal agencies compiling statistics

in these areas, These agencies may be able to

provide the localinformation. In other instances

state health departments or state co flees' for

the employment of the..handicip ed m y have

exact Information concerning t number of

persons with particular impedim is in an area.

Both local and national organizations represent-

Ing particular types of handicapped people

should also be contacted for specific information

where needed.

Methods of Classification
As mentioned previously, one of the problems

in seeking information concerning the numbers
of people with handicaps relates to the variety of

methods for record keeping. There are probably

more types of record keeping than .there are

agencies involved in keeping the records. The
organizational systems range over the following

spectrum: .

La



Classification of impairments.
Work disability occupational disabilitylsec-
ondary work disability.
Educational disability.
Severity of disability.
Functional limitations measurement.
Social assistance requirement.

Chronic conditions,

Limitations of mobility.
Sensory limitations.

The-most-commonly used-classification--

has been referred to as the "X-code."
It was developed by the Division of Public

Health Methods in 1955 artd 1956. Its purpose is

to provide, in the relatively simple detail required

for household health surveys, a method for
coding certain residuals of diseases and injuries,

With this method, both the present effect and
. underlying cause can be reflected within one

diagnostic 'code.

Population Statistics

it is rather obvious that no statistics would be

available regarding people with the types Of
temporary handicaps that have been discussed
earlier in the book. However, it is certain that
each and every persqn 'at literally hundreds of
,points in his life, will be handicapped to one
degree or another, although the handicap may be

short-lived,

The document Chronic Condition's and

Limitations of Activity and Mobility, United

States, July 1965; June 1967, published by the
National Center for Health Statistics, indicates
that there are 21,984,000 persons with activity
limitations of various types. Not %di of these,
however, relate to the Lin of exterior site

facilites, since many of these people are not able

to leave the confines of their home or the area
Immediately surrounding their home, .

There are a number of ways to determine.
usable, figures concerning activity limitations.

V

For example, thik NCHS publication lists
12,928,000 perso s with limitations in one orr

more activities, Th se are categorized Into lifting

or carrying wel hts, stooping, kneeling,
crouching, using stairs or inclines, walking,
reaching, handling ,i fingering or writing,

Among the diseases or Infirmities causing

activity limitations are: diabetes (52,000); heart

condition (3,600,000); arthritis and rheumatism

(3,248,000); impairments upper . extremities

-(410; 000)-;:- h ig h-blood-pressu re-(966,000);--and-

multiple sclerosis (102,000). , . ,

in regard to mobility handicaps, It is possible
t Index the disability creating the handicip and

o to find statistics concerning the number,of
Persons who are not able to perform certain
functions of movement. The document Chronic
Conditions and Limitations of Activity and

Mobility, mentioned above, gives statistics of
impairmenti as (elated to cause of disability.

The National Center for Health Statistics
(1969) has compiled very careful, complete and

accurate statistics relating to mechanicallaids.
These' figures are as follows:

greater consensus and a more complete means of

data gathering than with other handicaps.

According to the document .Prevalence of
,Selected Impairments, United States, July 1973;

June 1985, published by the National Center for

Health Statistics, there are 5,390,000 people in
the United. States with some degree of visual
impairment, Of these, 4,106,000 can be

considered to have at least 25% visual

impairment, 184,000 pebple have approximately
____505_visuatimpairmentand_618,000people_have___

approximately 7,5 % Visual impairment. There are,

as well, 483,000, people with a total visual

, The same sources indicate that there are
approximately 8,088,000 people with partial

hearing problems, and 461,000 people with nearly

total hearing deficiencies.

Material from the 1970 Census of Population,

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Census, indicates that there are 515,000 people

under the age of 5 years with some degree of
mental retardation. In.addition, 1, 343,154 people

between the ages oil and 15, 655,677 popja..--
between the ages of 16 and 21, and 3,581,130

people over 21 are mentally retarded t6 some
degree. The Council for Exceptional Children
presently indicates that there are 1,388,300
children between the ages of 5 and 19 years with

mental retardation problems in the United States.

As to the overall extent of persons with varying

degrees, of physical restrictions in the United
States, the National Center for Health Statistics

has made the following observation:

"At least 67,900,000 Americans suffer from
limiting physical conditions antwould benefit

from' a more accessible environment. An addi-

tional 20 million or more Americans over the

age of 65 and limited in mobility as a result of

the aging process are not included in this
figure."
When compared to our national population of

over 200 million, It is astonishing tel think that
physical barriers in the environment

tel

limiting
the activities of more than one out of every four

Americans.

Wheelchair

Crutches

409,000

443,000

P. Canes 2;156,000

Walkers 404,000

Braces , 1,102,000

Artificial Limbs 172,000

Special Shoes 2,337,000

Because. people with either partial or total
manual disabilities are handicapped to a varying

degree in their use of site elements,. it is

'extremely difficult to find accurate figures on the

number of persons with various types of manual

handicaps. Therefore the statistics provided

relate to general categories such as ability to
write, difficulty, in reaching, or in carrying

weights, etcetera.

Although there are some areas of disagree-
ment concerning the number of people with
visual problems, there ,'seems to be a muc

za



A tygfcal statement of today's concern for the

plight of the .physically handicapped is one

tydevelOped In early 1974 by a Task Force of The

American Institute of Architects, The President's

,,,Committee on EmployMent of the Handicapped,

all the National iaster Seal Society for Crippled

r''Children and Adults, Utilizing, a series of

consultants from interested and relatecLorganizi

lions, they drafted a National Policy for a Barrier

LLEretinvhchment quoted as follows: \

"In the United Stales today, it is estimated

that 1 out of 10 people has limited mobility

due to a temporary or a permanent physical

handicap. Improved medical techniques and

an expanding population of older people is

increasing this number every year, Yet, in gen-

eral, the physical environment of our Nation's

communities continues to be designed to

accommodate the able-liodled, thereby, in-

creasing the isolation and dependence of dis-

abled persons. To break this pattern requires, a

national commitment.

Therefore, it shall bp national to recocr

size the inherent right of all citizen regard-

less of their physical disability, to he full

development of their economic, social, and

personal potential, through the free use of the

man-made environment.

The adoption and implementation of this

policy requires the moOlization of the re-

sources of the private and public sectors to

Integrate handicapped people Into their

.commurnities."

To be successful, the design and construction

of site elements shouid'be effected in such away

as to make all people using them feel normal and

inconspicuous. Site elements. should never

accentuate a disability or bring unnecessary

attention to a disabled .person. With the new

awareness that Is coming about concerning the

sically handicapped along with related

slation, the opportunities for better educa-

tion, employment, and general social acceptance

are increasing all the time.
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The achievement of thesegoals, heerly Jus
1 , I

Individuals and groups; in affecOng kriatio I,'

commitment to removing existing , ri)d fut e'

barriers in our environment. lAft.heed crew a

general public awareness of the,bail s the are ,.
i,

being created against those wDh bot mg ry l'

and permanent handicaps. We need ,r) rplearchy

and assemble appropriate diMensional'stkildarda

and guidelines tope tactile directidn to remedial

adtionswhicishouldbiF=consld' red,, Tti e

guidelloes must be supprjed' bil', tatistics' n

popul$Ions, remedies, andcost /benefit exp a-

non& The application of phis resource of dat 4an

thekba drafted Into ,Otik legislation at bo ,tthe

statmnd federal level tO present a coorcnnOed

effO*vhich is truly sympathetic fo the need of

all ''1!;.our people.''
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BASIC Human ConsOdationg

Dimensions for People Outdoors
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People in the Environment
44

Unfortunately, too many of the public spiceS
In' our nation have been designed based on
criteria appropriate only toilna non-handicapped
portion of our populatIoll.Ar from being a true
representation of the human norm, our people,
instead, are repiesented by a changing series or
sizes, and requirements determined by both fate
and specific circumstances of the moment. Years
before, all adults were children, leas than three
feet tall, completely unable to accomplish luny_
of thif urriFtions that are easily performed in later
years, Even If a hcithy person is fortunate
enough to reach his elderly years without

_contracting a disabling disease or suffering a
traumatic Injury, he will most certainly
experience the physical limitations brought about
by the natural degeneratiOn of ills body. During
the years the person Is considered to be in their
"prime",_there Is a continual occurrence of situa-
.tions InswhIch they are "handicapped" performing
'common' everyday functions. Trying to open a
door with an armload of groceries, moving an
over-stuffed chair throith a doorway, or trying to

4 navigate a flight of stairs with a baby stroller are
typical situations in which we all begin to
understand, for a moment, the frustration which
.those with permanent disabilities face their entire
life, r .

This report, therefore, is intended to present
specific dimensional requirements and recom-
mendations for designing our exterior spades,
both public and private, so that they might be
completely accessible and usable by 'our whole
population. It should be pointed out, however,
that the Bata Contained herein, has been gathered

and coAlensed from a myriad of reports by
others. While 'the dimensions have been
determined by methods other than. our own
anatomical research, the Information presented Is
felt to be a worthwhile contrIbutidn to' this
subject If it can serve to collekt, and synthesize
the varying and sometimes contradictory
recommendations published by the wide 'number

of sources we referenced in gathering the raw
material for this report. We have,, therefore,
selected thoie specific dimensions Which' in our
opinion best represent, the c011ective average of

3
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the recommendations of the many publications

we reviewed, Accordingly they should be received

With the understanding that the dimensions

should not be viewed as finite, ct absolute but

rather, as general guidelines which represent a

glOrt of current "state of the art" among those

lublishIng recommendation for *the handi-

capped at the time of this writing.
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General Space Restriction& .

44ost instances designing a spa

also be large enough not to be iittittl
accommodate wheeichalCo'res. t

people using it. However, it should b

mind that spaces : designed to

wheelchallis may awkwiRdlyilarge

semi-ambulant dl led perphe who,t

narrow doorways, railings, ,ind hall

support, However, for, pr cal re

space restrictions shown ;Imre reft

wheelchair criteria.

1. Wheelchair Dimension; "..-

a. For desigh purposes, there ar ,basically

, two types of wheelchairs dif reritfated

mainly by the use to which 1110y areint.

! . iThey shall be referred tots sm,i and large

chairs. ' .

1. Small Chairs: T.

The most commonly used wheeichilr is

the self-propellecItOdel with the drive

wheels either at the back or the front.

The model with the drive wheels located

at the back of the chair is v "Ieful to
people with strong uppe. imbs. This

chair is super r, in m uverability

compared to ;We front -v ieei driven

chair. Its centered gravity allows it to be

piloted dow steps and up and do n

curbs, altho h ltt 's a powerful In -

vidual to o'er or h operatIons.lt

should be noted ih attendants who

push chairs prefer a rear-wheel driven

model since, due to its better balance,' it
.,

DimeOlons &Taming Requireinents
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Recommended Widths for Straight-Line Trayel
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p

is much easier to eh u0 over obstaclesI
such as curbs or take then the front-
wheel propelled mode.

The front-Wheel driven model is easier to :t.,

operate for people who are weak In thM
arms, but it is extremely difficult to ust.'',
In climbIng.obstacles such as curbs.
These chairs' are especially pelui In
homes where their shorter effedtive turn-

ing radius and wider,front wheels make

then both-more-maneuverable-and-less
resistant to carpeting than rear-

wheel driven chairs.

2. Large Chairs:

These wheelchairs are primarily usedlby

people who are unable to propel a small

chair. They are, as the name Implies,
larger in respect to length, height and
width, and lack the large drive wheels of

th'e smaller chairs.

b. General Dimensions: ''''

General dimensions are given for both
small and large chairs. Since so many dif-

A ferent models exist, the sizes shown at
right are representative of the.lirger chairs
of the two groupi.

c. Straight Line Travel:
The minimum space requirements . for
straight Ilne travel for both large and small

chairs are shown at left. These dimen-
sions are for both enclosed and open walk-

ways.

d. Turning Radii:
1, Small chairs with rear propelling wheels'

can spin on a center, axis for a full 360 -.

degrees In a circular space 5'-4" in dia-

meter. Although front propelled wheel-

chairs require somewhat less space in
. which to turn, their use in the exterior

. environment is so limited that they need

not be considered for design purposes.

2. Large chairs are not able to execute the

same type of's* maneuver as Is possi-
ble with small chairs. To make a 180
degree turn, a three point to Is neces-

37



eery. The Minlmunkof spice to mom.
plish ,this" forms t !atingle approxl.
moiety 844 by 7'4",

e. 00 Degree Turns from 8traightii.lne Travel:

1, Small chairs require s minimum space
width of 3'41" from which to turn Into a

space 32" wide.

2. Large chairs require a space width of
8'0" from which to turn into a space 32"

I. 90 Degree Turns Through Doors Or

Openings:

i 1, For small chairs, pangs through an

opening in a wall 32" wide requires that

there be no obstacles within 3'" of the

opening. As the opening width In-

creases, the minimum obstacle distance

lease (8ee chart at right)

2. For lee chafe, access thrbugh doors

or openings In walls 32" wide requires

, that thereto no obstacles within 41-3".,
As with small chairs, the obstacle may
be somewhat closer to the opening as

the door width increaset.
g. Doors or Oates Occurring At The Ends 01 ,

Narrow Passages: /
',1. The prime design criteria here is the

small chair since It Is important that
Jodependent chairbound persons be

, . able to reach and operate gates or doors

Without restriction. 1
2, There should be a minimum of 11-3" of

space (preferably 2'-0") between the
op ning edge of a gate or door and near-

e perpendicular restriction.

h. MI elleneous Design Situations:
In addition to the most commonly used

.` dimensions previously mentioned, infinite
design situations exist that may be restric-

tive to people either pushing, or riding In

wheelchairs, or to people pushing ether
wheeled devices such as strollers or

dollies. A number of situations have been

diagrammed to increase the designer's
awareness of the many restrictive space
combinations that comprehens0 design

solutions must accommodate.. ,

38
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General Site Accessibility
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Relating Site Components

Barrier-free site design is not some simplistic

goal.that can be achlevetthrough the thoughtful
handling of one or two problem areas on a site

The; accessibility of any public or private outdoor

area hinges on the physical relationships

between design elements both inside and outside

ikof the space. Unless there is a relationship of

continuous accessibility between forms of

, transportation, site elements, and building

entries, the value in making any one Of these
.components more accessible is lost; Conse-

quently, it is imperative that all elements of
circulation be made as easily, accessible as

possible.

The' following items should be considered to

insure a good interface between transportation,
site, and,building entry elements.

1. Special transportation facilities should be pro-
vided forpeople who are restricted in their use

of the exterior environment. Cate shOuld be
taken to separate varying types of transports-
tion where practical, since their point of ipter-

, section is usually confusing, dangerous, and

delaying. Vehicular traffic should htseparated

as much 'as possible from bicycle traffic, and'

both should be held apart from pedestrian
traffic, .

2. In general, access toIransportation facilities,
through he sitevand to buildings should be
smooth and free of barriers which may prove
Impossible for physically restricted people to
negotiate. PaVing surfaces should be hard and

relatively smooth, curbs should have ramped

cuts, walks should be sufficiently Ode to
accommodate two-way traffic, and entrance
walks to buildings should slope gently to ihe

platform before the doors,If situations are
pre ent in which stairs are normally required,

then t east one major entrance should be

servel.'. a ramp as well.
. ff

3. Doors into public buildings should preferably
be activated by automatic opening devices.
When these Items are prohibited by costs,
horizontal levers or through bars should be

,

installed on the doors. elle46
futaif4. Public conveniences such as resttoom faciii-

ties, drinking fountains, telephones, eleva-
tors, and waiting areas, should be well organ-

ized and located in close proximity to building

entrances. This allows people with physical

' limitations to gain access to necessary facili-
ties with a minimal amount of hardship or

embarrassment.

20
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Walks and Intersections

General. Dimendions
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Walks

Walks should be designed to allow the greatest

diversity of people to gee safely, independently,,

and unhindered thrpurhe exterior environment.

Items to consider In the design or modification

of walk systemsare:

1. Surfaces

The surface or walks should possess stability

and firmness, be relatively smooth in texture,

and have a non-slip surface. The use of expan-

sion and contraction joints should be mini-
mized, and their size should be as small as
possible, pieferably under 112" in width. (The

chart at the: right shows some different types

and characteristics of materials when used as

walkway surfaces).

2. Rest Areas:
Occasional rest areas off the traveled path are

enjoyable and helpful for all pedestrians, and

especially for those with handicaps that
make walking long distances exhausting.

3. Gradients:

Pedestrian paths with gradients under 5%

considered walks. Walks with gradients ,1
excess of 5% are considered ramps and

special design requirements, (Als0100

"Ramps ") Routes with gradient's up to 5'
be negotiated independently by the ?vefag
wheelchair user, but sustained grades alit%

%and 5% should have short (5'-0") level areas

approximately 'every 100' -0" to alw a chair -,,.
bound person usin the Walk to step and rest.

Gradients up to 3° are preferable where their

use is practical. I.

4. Lighting:
Lighting along .walkways should,vary from 1/2

to 5 ft. candles, depending on the intensity of

pedestrian use, hazards present, And relative

need for personal safety. (see "lighting con-
siderations. ")

.

5. Maintenance ,

Proper maintenance of walks is imperative.
Where they are deteriorating, repairS should

be made to eliminate any conditions that may

caiise Injury.

4)
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6. Curb Ramps:
Changes In grade from street to sidewalk and

from sidewalk to building entrances create

most problems for people with physical

handicaps. To facilitate movement over low

barriers, a curb rarnp should be installed.

Surfaces shoufd be non-slip, but not curru-

galedtas the, grooves may fill with water,

freeze, and cause the ramp to become, slippery.

7. Drainage Struclums:
Improperly designed, constructed, or installed

drainage structures may be hazardous to

people who must move over them. They,

'should be placeci flush with the surface on

which they occur and grates having narrow

parallel bars or patterns with openings larger

than 314" should not be used. Grates should

likewisete kept clean so as not ,to lessen the

efficierii of the overall storm system. Obvi-

ously, a surface build-up of water, especially

in the winter, may present a hazard. For this

reason, drainage structures should not Ixt

located between a curb ramp and the Corner of

a street 6r immediately downgrade from a curb

ramp.

8. Dimensions:
Walkway widths vary according to the amount

and .type of traffic using them. Walks should

be a minimum of 4'-0" wide, with 5'-6" (6'-0"

preferred) being the minimum width for mod-

erate 2-way traffic.

9. Wheel Stops:
Wheel Stops are necessary where wheeled

vehicles may roll into a hazardous area. They

should be 2" to 3" high, 6" wide, and should

have breaks In them every 5'-0" to 10'-0" to

allow for water drainage off of ,the walk.

Curbing

Curbing it a commonly specified element on

most Altos, andcls in turn one of the most

neglected item in regard to the physical birriers

it creates. The problem is twofold.; stemming

froM the attitude o most designers that 6"

4e
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$Curb Ramps
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concrete curbs are simply an unavoidable.:
necessity, and from municipalities *ho further
aggravate the problem by writing . in curbing
clauses to building ordinances for no other
reason than that it has always been a past,
requirement. While this section by no means
advocates the retraction of municipal curbing -

requirements, it does seem that viable

alternatives should be allowed where they would

reduce potential barriers and hazards while still

satisfying existing requirementi.

When speCifying the use of conventional
curbing, the designer should be aware of the '
following items:

:,.

1. Curbing should, not cfeate atv unnecessary
barriers to physically handldapped Inrilvklu-7:
als. Where barriers he'ye ,been cr ated,' 7
previously laid curbs sholilather b' \re- '

,::..,

moved or ramped.
A

witiiContinuous Curb 2. Curbing, if necessary, should never be higher

than the maximum' height of one step; 61/2".
This Is particularly Important where there is
any pedesylan traffic crossing over, or vehi-
cles parking adjacent to the curb.

3. "Double" or "stepped" curbs are difficult for
the handicapped to negotiate, end in darkness

are hazardous to all pedestrians. Their use
should 'be limited, if not restricted.

Ikkorsieomf

3Extended Ramp

441.

'Paiallei Ramp

Intersections

Any discussion on walkways would be

incomplete without some mention 'of intersec-
tions and the potential hazards they can cause for

handicapped people moving thrOUgh the environ-

ment. Essentially, there are three items pertain-
ing to intersections about which the designer
sh uld be concerned: (1) Vehicular and Pedestri-

an arnIng Systems; (2) Pedestrlap CrossWalks;

(3) irectional and Informative Signage.

1. Warning Systems:

a. Where there is a great deal of vehicular and



Curb Ramps
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Curb Types

Itriical Fade Curb

2. Sloped Face Curb

a Pre-Made Wheel Stops

Stops

4. Posts and Bollards

5, Guard Rails

and Chains
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4.

eel-Stop and Post Layout
pedestrian tra at intersections, signal

lights should b used to assist people In

crossing the,street.

1,0 winks 4) 4 d id lard
cee ceirter OtIle re lb

41kig
ro) the
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b. For safety reasons, traffic signals should

be designed so that glare from the sun does

It interfere with their ability to be seen,

ar shou id-t h ey_be:placethw.here_they_ark__

easily confused with tfe surrounding back-

ground.

c. The configuration of the lights should al-

ways be arranged with the red to the top,

amber In the center, and green at the
bottomy this Is the only way colorblind
people have of' determining when it Is safe

to cross.

d; In addition to the vehicular signal, pedestri-

an "walk" "don't walk" &Pals are help-

ful, Crossing signs should be placed where

they are plainly visible, and If push-buttons

are incorporated into the system, they

should be located no higher than 3'-6".

e. Plant materials or other obstacles should

never be allowed to visually block pedestri-

an movements from motorists or vehicular

movements, from pedestrians.

27 Crosswalks:*

areCrosswalks are used to delineate an aisle for

pedestrian traffic to use when traveling

though an intersection against vehicular

traffic.

a. Crosswalks should be constructed so as to

be easily seen by motorists.

b. A variety of visual and textural materials
can be used for crosswalk delineation.

c. The interior width of a crosswalk should be

as wide as the width of the approaching

walk

d. The use of texturedmarning strips for the

blind at crosswalks is' not recommended.

(See "Signage Considerations, 'Textural

Paving").

3, Signage:
Most problerni relating to signage at Intersec-

tions can be attributed to either size or graphic

layout. When considering signage to be

posted at intersections, the designer 'should;

a, Make sure locations are easily visible to

either motorist or pedestrians; depending

on-who-theisign-ls:Intended for.

r
oroose sign sizes relative to specific de-

ign situations. This Is particularly critical,

motorists; when speeds increase, visi-

bility decreases,

c. Whenever possible, use signs that have

dark* colored backgrounds with , light

colored letters. Research has proven that

this combination Is easier to read than dark

colored letters on light backgrounds.
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Ramps, Stairs, and Handrails
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Outdoor Ramps

Ramps are alternate routes for people who are

not able to use stairs; however, they do not take

the place of stairs since certain portions of the
population find ramps more difficult to use, Any
surface pitched above 5% Is considered a ramp,

I Monia INN. A60 CP 6 ettAsttg6
woofn' Atio memo on toleas*

'
1. The maxim umgradient-f orTrarnpOrany-ex-

tended length should not exceed 1:12

(8.33%), not including curb ramps.
WIP 0000 00.0104 1vsoinews. wow Ailvo, mg: 2. The maximum length for a single, ramp at 1:12

should not exceed 30-0. Ramps of lesser
grades can, of course, be lengthened.

3. The minimum clear width of any ramp is 3'4".

Where ramps are heavily used by pedestrians

and service dellveries, there should be suffi-
cient Width to accommodate both, or provi-
sions made for alternate routes.
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4. The bottom and top approach to a ramp should

be clear and lever for a distance of at least
5'-0", allowing for turning maneuvers by
,strollers, dollies, wheelchairs, etc.

5. A textural signal prior to the ramp, at both top

and bottom, may be used warn the pedestri-

, an of the upcoming obstacle. (See "Signage
Considerations, 'Textural Paving"' for details.)

6. Ramps should be designed to carry a ini-

mum live load of 100 lbs. per square foot.

7. Low curbs along the sides of ramps and land-

ings should be provided as surfaces 'against

which wheeled vehicles can turn their wheels

,in order to stop.

8. Ramps should be illuminated to an average
maintained light level which Insures.their safe

use in darkqess. It Is important that the heel

and toe of theramp be particularly well Illumi-

nated. -

9.` Ramps should be maintained properly to keep

,them from being hazardous, Debris, snow and

ice should be ,kept off the surface. Handrails

should, at all tirTies, be properly secured, ,

,

See also "Handrails", "Lighting" and "Sign-
age" sections.



Ramps for Outdoor Use

le Straight- Run 2 Angled Landing

Conditions atelops & Bases of Ramps
:

Traffic Goes Straight 2Traffic Turns

2s

3 Intermediate/Switch-Back

Landing

&Traffic Turns to Gate/Doorm



Outdoor Stainvivsi
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Outdoor Stairs

Stairs should be designed to provide for the

minimum am2unt of energy expenditure, a factor

which Is pafficularly Important to elderly and
semi-ambulant people, The) should be wide
enough for people to pass one another, be of safe

design, and have proper appurtenances, to ensure

their-safe use.

1. The minimum clear width for any stairway
should be 3'-0". Where stairs are heavily used

widths should be increased to handle traffic

requirements,

2. The maximum rise between landings for exter-

nal unprotected stairs is 4'-0". Where the
stairs are protected, a 81-0" rise is acceptable.

Stairs should not be used where there are only

a few In a series. These are dangerous and

usually not necessary.

3. All steps in a series should have uniform tread

Width and riser height.

4. Stair treads should be deep enough to allows

man to place his whole foot on it. The pre-
ferred range is between 11" to 141/2".

Risers for exterior stairs s uld be between 4"

to 61/2" in height, witli 53/4 ' being preferred.

6: Nosings 'should be rounded r chamfered. A

1" rounded n'osing is mos acceptable. It

should be of a color contrasting that of the
treads and risers to make identification easier.

Abrupt, square nosings provide less frictional

resistance and cause tripping.

7. Stairways should have an average maintained

light level which insures their safe use in dark-

ness, Light should be cast down toward risers

so that the"trbads will not be in shadow. (For

recommended lighting levels see. "Lighting"

section.)

See alsri, "Handrails", "Lighting", and Sign-
age" sections.
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Outdoor Step "types

9

autdoor Steps Rules-of-Thumb
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Handfuls for Ramps
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Handrails for Outdoor Use

Handralle serve the primary function of
providing support for people who are in the
process of climbing or desoending stairs or
ramps; whereas railings are placed more for
reasons of preventing people from entering or
falling Into a dangerous area.

The designer should take into account thi
following Items in regard to handrails and
railings:

1. General:

a, Handralls and railings should preferably be

round or oval, Ph" to 2" In diameter,

b. There should be a minimum 3" spacing
between handrails and adjacent walls, and
wall aurfaces should preferably be non-
abrasive.

c. Where handrails or rallifigi are fully re-
cessed Into walls, a space of 6" should be

allowed between the top of the rail and the
top of the recess, and a space of 3" should

be allowed between the bottom of the rail
and the bottom of the recess.

' d. The ends of handrails should be rounded

off or turned Into the wall so that they are
not hazardous.

e. Handrails, railings and their appurtenances

should be maintained free of slivers, sharp

protrusions, etc,

2. Handrails for Ramps:

a. Handrails should be provided on both sides

of every ramp. They should extend past the

heel and toe, 1' -0" to 1'-6", except In places

where the extension In itself presents a
hazard.

b. Th'e vertical dimension from the ramp sLir-
, face to the top of a single handrail skould

be between 21-8" and 3'-0".

c. A second rail Is advantageous to children

and wheelchair dependent people. Where

two rails are used, the top rail should be
placed at 3'-0" to 3'-3", and the lower rail
should be placed at 2'-4".



d. Hand's lie should be oontInuoue across the

' landings.,

a. Handrails should be designed to support

250 lbs, and be kept securely fastened at all

' times,

3. Handrails for Wm:
a. Handrails should be placed on each side of

. a stairway and should be 21-9" vertically

from the nose of the treads to the to)) of the

handrail; the distance from the 'landing

surface to the top of the handrail should be

2'-8" to 34".

b. Handrail's should extend past the tread at

top and bottom, a length of 2'-0" to 3'-6"

unless the extension In and of Itself creates

a hazard. The change of direction of the

handrail provides a tactile clue to a person

about to make the last step. Where the

extension of the handrail Is of Itself al

hazard, notches or knurling on the rail may

be used to provide the clue.

,c, Handralls should be continuous across

landings where possible.

d. Handrails shouldbe designed to support

250 lbs, and should be kept securely

fastened at all times.

Handrail Cross-Sections
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WA Is, Gates, Fences, and Railings
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Walls as Seating Surfaces
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Walls

In addition to their common functions of
retaining earth and separating site elements,
walls can be designed to provide a number of
secondary functions such as seating, surfaces on

which to rest, packages, and support and
guidance to physically restricted people.

When designing seat walls, retaining walls,
and free-standing walls, the designer ,should
consider the following items:

1. Seat Walls:

a. Seat walls should be between 18" and
22" high in order to accommodite physi-
cally restricted people. Walls lower than
this present a hazard as they are ,easily
overlooked.

b. A width of at least 12" for com-,
foiiable. seating on,the t p surface of any
wall, J./

2. Low RiitaiiiIng' Walls:
a. Retaining walls' between 2'-0" and 31-0!' are

useful in providing surfaces to lean against

in a half-sitting position; or as a surface to

sit upon. Wheelchair users can easily rest

packages on walls of this height.

b. Walls between 3'-0" and 4t-0" in height are

particularly good for package rests. They
are difficult for most people to sit on, hold-

ever.

c. Where pedestrian or bicycle traffip'occurs

adjacent to the top of a wall, a barrier
should be incorporated between the walk-.

way and the edge to preventpeople from in-

advertently falling off. Sarriers can be
either a railing device or a natural hedge.

See "Railings".

3. High Retaining and Free-Standing Walls
a. These walls are above 4'-0" In height.

b. Too high for seating, these, alls are.useful

to the handicapped only .With the addition

of a handrail. Handrails should

located according to jpecifIcations

"Handrail" sectidn.



c. Where Walls are located adjacent to walk?:

ways, weep holes should not be located so

es:to :drain out (middle walkind surface,
Water*drainage Could torn) ice spots during

winter thonthS.

d. Drain pipes,shoUld not project past the face,

of any Likewise, walls should be free

of any projections, or appendages which
might provedangerous to people passing

by.

e, For inherent reasons of Safety; all walls

should be maintained in good condition. ,

.

WOVEN liAtir
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Gates used in the exterior environment should,

adhere- to the same critical 'dimensions, design
'treatments, opening forges, etc., that apply to

:doors inside "of a building sincetrestricted people
are 'obliged to use them in much the same'

manner.

items to consider when designing gates are:

...1. The' minimum 'width dimension on a gate
should never be less than, 341,'. which, if one

assumes a 2" thickness on' the gate allows a

32" clear opening passageway when the gate

is cipen.

2..The gate should have a latching mechan-
ism that is,operable by a lever,or some other

similar device.

3. Where a gate is likely to receive heayse, a .

16" high metal kickplate should ''be in-

stalled across its entire width. This is to pre-

vent damage tb the date itself from crutches or

wheelchair foot rests.

4. Where the gate has a self-clos1ng mechanism,

the force required to open it should not exceed

5 lbs. preferred (8 lbs maximum). The closing'

mechanism should'also have a time delay to

prevent the gate frOm closing too quickly on-
,

the ,person passing 'through it.
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Gate Recommendations
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5. In some instances, an automatic opening

mechanism may be helpful.

6. Levers and Handles: .

a. The use of knobs or mechanisms which

require a grasping operation are not recom-

mended, since they are, usable only by
people with free hands and fingers. Knobs
are'also extremely difficUlt for people with

partial or totalyanual handicaps to oper-
ate. Horizontal levers and handles should

be used when and where possible since,
they are much easier to manipulate.
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b. Horizontal levers and handles should be

placed preferably between 30" to 32" above

the floor (36" maximum). j

c. Horizontal levers and hates are easier to

grip by most people than are vertical ones.

. Baffles:
Baffles are commonly used for entries into

restroom facilities or shelters. They serve the

function of effectively blocking direct view in -,

to the facility without hindering access to it.

The followig items should be co9sidered

in the design of baffles:
a. There should be a minimum clearance be-

tween the walls of a baffle of 4'-0".

b. Simple handrails between 2' -8" and 3'-0"

high should be mounted on the walls of the

baffle to aid semi-ambulant people In mov-

ing through it.

c, Handrails should be able to support 250

lbs.

k

When Lang fencing, the designer should. be

aware of the following condltions:

1, Unless specifically designed for security
.purposes;' fenbing should not present, any

unnecessarily dangerous situation for

children or other poople who Rig be

tempted to climb Overr or on it.

2. Posts ,should be sunk adequately into the

ground that the fence does not collapse
during high wind's 'or with the..weight 'of a

climber.

3. The fence fabric ,should be well. secured to

all posts for similar reasons.

4. Fencing should be free of any projections

or appendages which. might prove danger-

ous to people on an adjaceit walkway, playing

field, etc.
.1

1. Railings should be placed between 2'-6" to

3'4: off the.ground.

2. Where safety is an important concern, there
should be at least 2 parallel bars that, occur
below the top rail, These should be no fitrther

apart than V-01, Additional security may be

had with the application of a structural screen

to the railing,
o

A 2" to 3" high curb placedj4" in front of 'a rail-

ing will prevent the footrest of a w eelchair or

other wheeled vehiclO froin striking t vertical

supports of the raffling as it moves adj Cent to

3.

4.

Fencing is one'element in the exterior environ-

ment that has specifically been used as a bar-

rier. For this reason, the subject matter below will 5.

only deal with safety factors involved when
fencing i4 used in public Oeas.

A

it.

Railings should be designed tesupport a mini- .

mum of 250 lbs. and-should be kept securely

fastened at all times

Chains:'
a. Chains intended for useas protective safe-

ty barriers should be avoided. Their inher-

72



414'ent flexibility does. not lend itself well to
either stopping pedestrian traffic or to giv-

ing solid support to someone needing it.
Their best- use is to act as an inexpensive

vehicle barrier. Although unless adequately

identified, they may present an extreme

hazai8 to bicyclists, motorcyclists, and the

partially sighted or blind.

. b. When used ls vehicle barriers, chains

should be suspended between sturdy, well-
anchored supports in such a way that at the

lowest, or most slack point, the chain is a

minimum Of 2'-B" above the ground.

c. The chain should be well marked with
reflectorized devices so that it can be easily

seen at night.
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s, Drop-off iOnes,

Considerations for Waiting Areas

d Parking

Transportation mode change areas such as
parking lots, bus stops, train stations, and
air-line terminals tend to be confusing and
difficult to negotiate due in their size, the large
amounts of traffic usually associated with them;

-and the necessity to change grade levels.

Generally, if acces through these areas is made
simple for wheelc alr dependent people, or for
people pushing st Ilers.or dollies, then access is

made easier for all people. The three major site
areas concerned with mode change are waiting

areas, drop-off zones, and parking facilities.

WaltingAreas

Waiting areas for mass transit are perhaps the

most common of all exterior waiting areas. Due to

the large amount of time spent waiting for buses

and trains, it is important that these areas be
physically accommodating for all people. .

When designing exterior waiting areas, the
following s should be considered:

1. The Ong area should be large enough to
comfortably accommodate the average num-

ber of people normally using it.

2. Seating should be provided for average

number of daily users,..with space also alotted

to park wheelchairs, strollers, and other
wheeled vehicles.

3. Where itssible, an overhead shelter or canopy

should be used to minimVe the effects of the
weather. Care should be taken to locate verti-

cal .support p9sts out of the paths of pedestri-

ans either using or passing near the shelter. If
the shelter is enclosed, adequate space must

be allotted for easy movement into and
through it.

4. Make sure that waiting 'area designs allow
passen to see approaching vehicles before

arrive at the stop. This courtesy allows all

passengers time to adequately prepare them-

selves- for boarding and as a result, shorten
loading times for vehicles and 'reduce ember-



fi

rassing situations tor handicapped

individuals. ,

5. Loading areas should be, designed so that

circulation from the waiting area is uncompli-

cated and over paved surfaces. The loading

area itself should not have a curb that must be

climbed. If a curb cannot be avoided, a 1:6

ramp will be necessary,

6. For recommended lighting levels, see "Light-

ing Section",
See also "Walks,"'"Signage," and "Site Furni-

ture" Sections.

Drop-off Zones

Drop-off zones are beneficial for letting off and

picking up people who are laden with, packages,

have children id strollers, or are physically

restricted in some way.

The designer should .consider the following

items:

1. The width of the drop-off zone should be a

minimum of 12'-0" wide to allow the.car doors

to be fully opened for'ease of access.

2. Length of the zone should accommodate at

least 2 cars, allowing 25'-0" for each, and

should have gradual access to the, main road.

3. Where the zone is at the same grade as the

adjacent walk, bollard or some other suitable

device should be used to separate the two

functions. Where a curb exists and cannot be

removed, one small 1:6 ramp per car should,

be %provided to make the ,grade change.

4. Signage should be provided to identify the

drop-off zone and limit its defined use tola

"pick-up drop off" function.

5. For recommended lighting levels, see "Light-

ing. Considerations."

6. Bollards:
a. Bollards are useful as traffic control

devices as they allow for pedestrian access

77
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Parking Using End-Lot Access
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Cross-Slope in Parking Areas

while halting vehicular access. They should .

be spaced minimum of 3'-0" apart to allow

a wheelchair to pass.

b. Bollards can be useful for seats if they are
at Jet 12" wide, and between 18" to 24" ,

h.

. ollards should be painted in a contrasting

r to the gpving they rest on and should

e well illuminated at night to minimize the

risk of a person inadvertently walking into

them.

Parking

1. Parking spaces of, greater width than normal

are necessary for people who are disabled and

use mechdnical aidt such as wheelchairs,
Arcrutches; and w l's. For example, a person

who is chairboug must have a wider aisle in
which to set up ids wheelchair.

2. A minimum of two spaces per parking lot
should be designed for use by physically
restricted people, or at least one space per 20

cars, whichever is greater.

3. These spaces should be placed as close as
possible to a major entrance of a building or
function, preferably no more than 100'4"
away.

4. For recommended lighting levels, see "Light-
, ing Considerations." r

,

5. Parallel Parking:
Parallel parking spaces should be placed
adjacent to a walk system so that access from

the car to the destination is over a hard
surface. Such spaces should be made 12'-0"
wide, 24%0" long and should either have A 1:6

ramp up to the walk, or should be separated

from It byboliards or some other device If the
road level is at the same elevation as the walk.

These areat.,should be designated as special

So



arlipg since they may otherwise appearto be

. drop-off zone, ,,,,. ,

8.. Degree and Aigled Parking:'
_,_11.__Spade.s_ciesigr_ied for use by. disabled peo-

'pie functioning with large mechanical aids

as descrIbild above; should be 9'-0" wide as

a minimum: In addition to the 9'-dr, a' 3'6"

to 4'-0r Wide aisle between cars. should be .,

providedfOr access. atongsidi the vehicle:,

it Is imp.ortant.that there be.plehtY of room

to Open'llie car door. entirely, and in the

case of a dependent chairbound person,

that there be rookforlderids aattendapts

, to assist him ou of the car, MR Ks:chair,

and away frOn9Rhe car.
P'

b. The 9.97 wide standard space width for a

.parking stall,.wIth nO este between spacei,

dims 'not :'drastically ..,19Inder , semi-

', ambulant people with miner Impairmert*,

bUt an 8"r Width,: unpssused exclusively'
for attendant 'parking, is loo narrow and

shOuld be aVotcled. -
t.

.c.., A 4'4" minimum clear aisle width should

be provided between rows of Ora. parked

. .., end,to end. The 'overhang.ef the automo-

bile should be taken intp account so t t

the isiand strip is wide enough to leavea .

4'-07cleartisie when the stalls are fIlle'd3t .

, ,'strip, 8%07 wide .,i's a, recommended mini-

mum

. .

Jor an on-grada'aisle',' and10'-0" is. a

. ,. recommended minimum where the aisle, is

raised 6" above the4parilrevel. s

... --
d. If the'aisie between rowall cars is not at

th,e'samp, grade level as, the cars, then
tamps dust be provided, tb mount the
curde,',A.1 :6 :07%1 ramp. is suitable for

such askitt distenc

e,fjpetiprtlically,. the installation of an on-
grEkle,41411 wid6 pathway is less expensive

than a raised 'walk.' Precast car stops to
delineaAthe passage can be, used provid-

ing that a '4'-0" wide; space between, the

ends of stops is maintained to allow access

,.) . to the main patsageway.

1, Parking spaces. specifically designed for

,ftestricted individuals.sho'uld be set aside

and properly identified through the use of

signage so that the spaces, are not used

indiscriminately by' people nol_needing

them.

of, 40

7, Special elevated platformOr,mechanical lifts

attached lo vehicles must be provided to twill-,

tate boarding and disembarkment, by whee.
chair bound people from mass transit vehicles.

.1

isle. Spaces for fedestr



Osiderations

Outdoor Plantings
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Fundamentals

0,1

Llstincrthemechanlosi for introducing plant
materials liPdbilc..areas.li,beyond the scope4bf
this book.171O'weier. ,there are some very basic

cOnsiderattefs' worth, mentioning concerning

placement7chOlceitand-maintenance-that-should
be observed` by the .desIgner.

1. Potentially dangerous plants such as those
having large thorns or those with poisonous

1.frait'shOuld not be' place dt immediately adja-

;' cent/to major walks w.hereIhermay present a
hazard. This Is not to say that 'such plant
Ibiliilal should not be used near heavily tray-
elifd..areas,. but only that It should be used
'wl h discretion. (See chart next par)

2.. Proper . malnt nance of . plant aerial is

.. necessary to a urethat dangerous situations

''do.',not,atise. ed pods, berries or fruit that

may pr'oddce '4, slippery surface ShOuld be

4r :r removed. Braliches. that :Overhang walks'

shouid2be pruned li height of 13',.6" above the

.. ground' to pr&enill ...Oi.JaCelnjurie I.
I3:

In areas where snotCle.'a .common infer

occurrence carefy consideration .shoul be

glliee'lp.thetype and location 0 plants which
will.00,,placed along public thoroughfares
because . :

I ,

a. Species which, him a tendency to break
under ice anc4.snowiloads .shOuld be kept

away from 'beavIly ItaffiCked. areas.
. . ,

'.. b. "Snow droop" ".can cause branches to bend

below a safe level above., walkways and
streets, It should be determined whether or'0,

not these branches present a hazard so that ..

'0 thily may be ;wed accordingly. .'

4. Plant material .is useful for provide eater

from the sun, and to an extent, from 1 wind.

5. Plant materials can be used effictively. as ,
barriers in conirolling the mo#ments of
people through publidspaces or In keeping
them away from hazardous areas.
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6. Avoid placement of planting materials where
their shadows might prevent the effective ,,

melting of ice and snow by the sun,



Hazard/Nuisance MSpecles
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Ming Co 'dons

Lumen:
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Lateral Light Distribulion
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Type III

Type

Type V

10 1°P461P4116"

#6 rtritiii_1 6. A minor consideration is the'use of shatter
'D ranr, proof coverings on low-level lighting where

Purpose and Application )

The purpose of site lighting is baslcally

twofold: (1) to Illuminate': and (2) to provide
security, Lighting should be provided in areas
that receive heavy pedestrlan or vehicular use and

In areas that-are-dangerous-If-unlit-Fetich-as-stairs

and ramps, intersections or abrupt cilanges In

grade. Likewise, areas that have high crime rates

should be well lit In order that people irieling at

401 may feel personally secure t'rom attack.

The phrase "well lit" has a wkier meaning than

simply higher light levels. Unless light Is placed

where it Is really the most useful, the expense 9$

Increasing footcakdie 'levels is wasted. An area

may need only t4.8 addition of a few more lights to

correct Its pro erg, not an increase in light
levels from fixtures that are too few, or poorly

located,

When considering the installation or renova-

tion of lighting systems, the designer should be

aware of the following consideratio

1. Overhead lamps have the advents over low-

level fixtures of providihg. better economy and

more even light distribution.

1. Fixtures should be placed so that light' pat-
terns overlap at a height of 71-0", which Is suf-

ficientlyhigh to vertically Illuminate a person'

body, This is a particularly important considl
eratIonliox Oat lighting fixture manufacturers

are deCkg. luminaires with highly con-
tri?Iled lighOatterns.

.3.:As.thazaidOu's locations such, as "changes of

O il% loiter supplemental lighting or

addltibnal overhead units should be used.

4. Where low-level lighting (below 5'-0") is used,

fixtures should beOlaced in such a way that

They do not produce glare; Most eye' lel.
ottbr between 34',' (for litAchalr uiersillUP
6!41" for standing adults.

6. Pests and' standards sjong thoroughfares

shoulCthe placed so that they do nApresent

hazirde to pedestrians or vehicles,
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IES Recommended Lighting Levels
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there is the chance of beakage from vandal.
Ism or mishaps from people playing frIzbee,
football, baseball, etc. The absence of any

lisidendal resultIng_broken_matedaLwill_leduce_ather!_

wise potential hazards.

7. Peripheral Lighting
When walkway lighting Is provided primarily
by low 'fixtures, there should, be sufficient
peripheral lighting to illuminate the immediate

surroundings. Peripheral lightIng provides for

a better feeling of security for an Individual
since he can see Into his surroundings to
determine whether or not passage through an

area is safe. Such lighting should be ap..
proachi0 from one of two ways:

a. By lighting the area so that an object or
person may be seen 'directly.

b. By lighting the area to place an' object
person in silhouette,
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Types of Distribution
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Signao Considerations

Sign Categories &
Descriptions
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Fundamentals

Essentially, signs should perform three

functions, They should: (1) identify a place and

indicate whether or, not it is accessible to every-

one; (2) Indicate warnings where necessary; and

(3) Give routing information.

The Information given on signs should always

be clear, precise, and sign locations should, never

present unnecessary hazards for pedestrian or
vehicular traffic.

Identification and Accessibility: 2.

a. Key site-related areas that should be

Identified by sign posting are:

1, Traffic signs announcing public rest
stops with accessible facilities,

2, Public lavatories accessible to

pedestrians.

3, Special car parking.

4, Directional signs for vehicles and,
pedestrians such as one way" street
signs.

5. Signs identifying accessible entrances
to buildings or facilities.

6. Informative signs 'on buildings.

b. In order that signs be made more useful to

everyone, they should be designed' to be
readable by all people, including the visual-

ly handicapped. This can be accomplished

in a number of different ways:
1. Braille strips can be placed along sign

edges,

2. Raised or routed letters are readable by

the blind or partially sighted.

3. Graphic symbols are useful Inlransmit-

ting messages quickly, but 'should be
avoided as the sole means of imparting

information because they can be con-
fusing to the blind.

4. Signage that will be used by the

handicapped must be located in a 4.

manner that first allows the sign to be

recognized and second, allows the sign

surface to be touched by the reader's
hand.

3.

5. Signs along,, walkways or corridors

should be set back a minimum of 18"
and placed at a height of 4'.0" to 5'-6",

C. The 16,ternational symbol for access, the

abstractman in a_wheeichalr, is already In

extensive use in this country. it is used to

show, ,where ,special provisions have been

made to allow access for restricted people.

Warnings:

a. ,Textural Paving:

Textural paving may be ed to warn of
imminent hazards such as. brupt changes
of grade, stairs, ramps, wal intersections,

etc., and the locations of s ecial informa-

tion. However, the use o extural paving
as a warning device the blind is ex-
tremely impractical because' of the widely

varying nature of walkways in this country.

The only affective use for such a system
would be in a closed environment such as a

school fOr the blind, Unfortunately, once
away from his protected surroundings, a)
blind person would be vulnerable to a world

full of unforewarned hazards.

Routing Information: 4

Where it is criticalthat people be, able to travel

quickly and unhindered to their destinations,

routing inform4tion should be giv,en.

a. Hospitals, college campuses, institutions,

etc., should have posted signs, lines, or
arrows painted on walk systems that are
accessible to wheeled vehicle's, particular-.

ly where such path systems aredimited in
number.

b. Access to buildings With only one or two
entrances that are accessible to wheeled

vehicles should be clearly Indicated, by
routing, signs.

Readability:

The readability\ of any sign is a function of
many Items. When designing or Choosing the

format of a sign, the following things should
' be considered: '
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a. Information should be as concise and

direct aa possible.

b. Lettering styles and graphic symbols

should be as bold and simple as possible.
Fancy- styles become - cluttered,- are tin_

consuming, and confusing to read.

c. Color schemes of contrasting colors with

light images on dark backgrounds make
signs both easier to read and more readable

itrorrl long'br distances.

5. Placement:
The placement of signs is important because

wrongly located, they may present an obstacle

or hazard. Unless Intended to be read by the

blind or the partially gighted, they should be

set far enough off a traveled way andlor high

enough off the ground so as not to be inadvert-

ently, walked into.

4
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Recreation Conskleations
,

Fundamentals of Play Areas
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Playgrounds

Design segregatign of play facilities in regard

to varying physical tharacteristics of children is

not, .generally speaking, desirable. Playgrounds

that are constructed th serve the most diverse
segments of society enhance the opportunity of a

--=child's-meeting and InteractIng_with a variety of

people having differing physical and social

characteristics people with whom he will have

to deal in his adult life. In addition to the social

aspects, a greater flexibility in the use of a
playground is desirable for economic reasons.

In general, play can be grouped into two
categories; (1) defined play, and (2) creative play.

Defined play refers to the channeling of play

activities into certain prescribed directions, For
instance, swings and slides define the child's

play within the Unfits of their 'function. Although

children do many creative things on swings and

slides, they are primarily outgrowthl) of the basic

functions of swinging and sliding. On the other

hand, creative play primarily arises from the

child's imagination. The play element is

somewhat amorphic and therefore undefined. A

child In- a sand area creates sand castles,
mountains, rivers; roads, and a plethora of other

fantasies straight from .his mind. Likewise,

free.form sculpture, random climbing blocks, or..

simply)ope,n areas of lawn aqt as springboards for

the imagination.

There seems to 'be a cdrent trend In which/
designers heavily specify creative play apparatus

for playgrounds, sometimes to the exclusion of

ki defined apparatu This trend does not well serve

children since it does not account for the child

who Is unable to play creatively.

#5-

yommunity Uess.lo Play

There are, for instance, thgusands of children

in this country alone who handicapped by Severe ,

It3V14166;4 Ad)* 44 apparatus. Likewise, an Imaginative ohild may'.

achieve satisfying play through. the use of defined

mental and emotional problims, are only able to

&C OS if &vs) toe quickly lose Interest In traditional play equipment

whereas a creative apparatus may hold, hid

,attention. Therefore, the designer should strive to

create a playground that will provide a rich and2,Inkirnal Walkways
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wide fingInfr ant of both defined and creative
experiences,

) Just as designers have Wen designing the .
' environment for the 1:harmer man, t o have

playgrounds been designed for the "normal"
child Unfortunately,the_child_whlis_pliyilcally_
handicapped usually has restricted motor

development, and as a consequence of , his
limited movement, does not see the world and

himself In the same way as a nortnal individual
would.

By designing play 'situations In which a
disabled child can manipulate his environment as

much as possible by himsoll, regardless of the
extent. of, hIrdIsabIllty, the child can have Motor

experiences comparable to those of normal

children. These expernces give a child a broader

range of perceptual sophistication and thus a
fuller and more normal base for academic growth

and self appreciation.

The following, criteria are given for

consideration in enhancing the use of play

facilities both from the standpoint of serving
more people and of making the facility safer.

1, A playground should be easily accessible from

the adjacent community over hard surface
paths, with ramps placed where necessary.

2, Access within the playground should include a

system of hard surface paths. Not only does

this improve mobility for the handicappedbut

can double as a tricycle path.-'

3, The play area should be reasonably organized,

In order that a child who is blind may ,learn
how to locate equipment as he enters and
moves about the grounds,

4. Abparatus able to accommodate a greater dl-

versity of children does not need to be drasti-

cally altered from those now in use. Rather,

they must be placed and modified in such a

way as to make_Zem both more safe and
accessible. Sharp edges, splinters or poorly.

'designed appurtenances should be elim-
inated,

5. Playgrounds that are accessjble to handi-

capped children require a certain amount df

1 U,



adult supervision, The 'mount of supervision

varies depending on the typo of handicap the

child has, the type, of equipment present, and

the number of handicappep children using the

facility. This may mean that in certain cases,

parents will haye to accompany their child In

order that they may supervise his play. In other

cases, a single attendant may be sufficient.

6. A series of small vignettes have been prepared

to illustrate some of the many recreational

devices that can be incorporated Into play

g and can be used by most hands-

capped t hIldren.

Further InformitIon about dublications on recrea-

tional facilities, facility designs and locations of

specific recreational faellities, Is listed in the

bibliography In the back of -this report.

Camping,Cooking and Picnicking

For a.camping facility to provide a good range

of experiences for nearly everyone, It should

geOerally InclUde the following items:

Level terrain around highuse areas such as

shelters, lavatories, swimming pools or

beaches, food preparation,areas, etc.

Swimming facilities.
Adequate acreage to promote the "camping
experience" and buffer zones to Instill a sense

of remoteness.
Good recreation potential with prime consider-

ation given to waterbased activities.

Ease of access and good communications.
Gobi medical facilities close of hand.,

1. Camps Ross

a. Dangerous obstructions should be removed

from the general campsite area. Tree

branches should be pruned above 66" off

the ground.

b. Water faucets and comfort facilities should

be located no more than 100' to 200' from

campsites.

c. Access to all areas In the campsite should,
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be over hard surface paths.

d. Eating and service tables should be set on a

hard surfce so that they are accessible to

everyone.

e. For group camping units, -the kitchen area

and sleeping areas should be ,septrated
from each other, both for reasons of func-

tional segregation and to minimize the
impact of the two areas, upon the site.

1. Each group unit jould have its wn water
faucet anddispRal facilities., c

2. Cooking:

a. Fffeplaces:
1: A fireplace that is raised 18" td 24" of

the ground is easier to use from a seated

\ position than a ground level fireplace.

b. Grills:
1. For cooking food over charcoal, a grill Is

more convenient than a fireplace,
2. The clearance from the ground to the top

maximum of 30",of the unit should b

3. Grills should rotate 3 °, to allowv per-

son seated in a wheel air the ability to

reach all parts of the rill w thout having

to move.

4. Grills should be protect by asbestos

sheeting placed. 1" ay from the

exterior walls.
5. Grills should hay, wings upon which to

set utensils. .

6. Grills should be placed where there is
hard-surface access.

c. Water faucets:
1. Water, faucets located at a 3'-4" height

are easily operable by. most people.

2. They should preferably be actuated by a

lever rather than by a standard gate valve

since levers are easier to operate for, the

majority' of, people. If a gate valve is.
used, it should not have a spring return

mechanism. Theli devices increase the

,difficulty in opening the valve.
3. They should be accessible over a har

surface. ,

4. A drain,should be used to carry away the

1 us



overflow either into a drainage system or

into a gravel drain.

3. Picnicking:
Picnicking is fa recreational pastime that is

enjoyed by all types of people. With a few

alterations, existing picnicking facilities can
be used by a greater diversity of people.

The following factors should be considered'In

the design of picnic facilities:

a. Good access to the site over a hard surface

which is free of obstructions,

b. A comfort statloh and drinking fountain lo-

.
cated within 100' to 200' from the picnic

area.

C. Level surfaced areas around some picnic,

tables' designed to accommodate wheel.:

chair dependent people.

d. Raised fireplaces.

e. Grills,

f. A, picnic' shelter area. )

g. Picnic tables should be, placed on a hard

surface at least 3" to 4" wider on each side

than the table since certain people such as

mothers with strollers, people on crutches,

or Chair-bouiid people are unable to negoti-t

atelofter surfaces with ease. .

h. A 29" minimum of space should be allowed

between the bottom edge of the table and

the ground to allow a wheelchair to slide

under.the table.
i. See "Lighting Considerations."

Interpretive Trails

Interpretivitalls should be designed to allow
for the greatesidiversity of people to use them.

As such, they will need to be well organized and

detailed. The main purpose of interpretive trails is

to please and inform.

The following items should be taken into !'

consideration hi the design of interpretive trails:

ti

1. There should be a sign at the beginnlyg of the

trail in braille and raised or routed letters that

gives information, On the following items: a

a. J-low long the trail is.

b. The locations of special areas such as rest

stops and comfort facilities.

c. The location 'and height of signs in briille

and raised or routed letters (that accommo-

date both the blind and the sighted popula-

tion) describing events along the trail and

calling out particularly interesting item's to

view' or,touch.

d. The meaning of special signals such as

textural' changes in the walks.

e. Any dangerous areas.

2. Signs to. Assist the Blind:
a. A 3'4' high rope line used along at least

one side of a trail, and along both sides

where the trail curves sharply, is a useful

guide to blind people.

b. Knots tied in the lope prior to rest-stops,

comfort stations and trail stops let, the
person knOw tactilely of their location.

c. Pre-recorded messages,mey be heard either/
by pushing a button Which activates Me'

recording, or ,by the use of a continuous

worn headset which received the trans fit-

ted message 'as it comes into range/

3: The trail surface should be firm and clear of

debris orobStructions. Materials sea /as soil

cement, compacted trap rock 'dust, r asphalt

are' suitable for light or moderate, raf tic.

SpectatoiAreas

Spectator areas sot114/' be provided in

locations adjacent to sports functions to allow for

at least a minimal ' sidOne participation in

sporting events, The Wm requirements also

apply to other spectatorkeas such as indoor and

outdoor theaters. /

Amphitheaters/
I

0
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The following factors should be considere in

the ,design of spectator facilities: ,0 .
i .

1. Spectator areas should be spread out to allow

a choice in seating areas. , ..1;

2. Where pOsdible, these seats should have pro-

\. tection from the sun, rain, and wind, but this

. protection should not. diminish vision of the
playing area. 3

3. Spectator areas should have a firm surface
with good

R

access.

4. Ramps a
1.

s well as stairs should be! provided.

5,', Properly designed areas for' wheelchairs.'

6. 'In seating areas'with an excess:of 7'5 seats, a

minifnum of 1 seat or 2%. of the total seating

. (whichever is greater) should be allotted for
wheelchairs. Likewise, 1 seat or .1% of the
total seating should be designed to accommo-

date, people on crutches or :people using
-walkers. °

04 ail Dieeldair Ono
"Fee 31 .

eto! Wel vadent-
wrimm*4 pub.

Setion Through' Spectator Stands

13Qathigashingi

1. Boating may be enjoyed by many physically
handicapped people,. provided that a few
adaptations are made to accommodate them.

The problems are primarily, (1) access to the'

boat, and (2) the inclusion of supportive
devices within the boat itself.

Specifically,' the following factors should
t
be

.

considered:

a. Access fo the,idocks should be over hard
surfaces, free of clutter, and devoid of sifu-

ations which might prove hazardous for the

person with a physical limitation,

b. Docks should 'have handrails and railings
3'-0" high, designed in such a way as to
allow a person to support himself while ,he

travels along the dock, as well as while he

enters the boat.

112
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c. Entry of the boat from the dock should

always be from a position perpendicular or

parallel to the dock. These two positions
allow for the safest entry into, a boat.

d. once within the boat, hand grasps or rails

should be provided to assist a person in
Moving about. This pertains mostly to
larger boats, as the addition of such equip-

ment boottipresent more potential hazards

than benefits:in a small boat or canoe.

2. Fishing IS an extremily popular activity for all
types of people, andne that is relatively easy

. to accomniodate since all that is really neces-

sary is to provide access to the water.

One should consider the following factors
when designing fishing facilities:

a. Hard-surfaced': access to and along the

water's edge.

b. Access out over the water through one of

the following means:
1. A stable fishing pier that extends far

enough out over the water to account-for

both high and low water lines,
2. A floating fishing pier built long enough

to account for both high and low water

lines.

c. Piers should be equipped with railings de-

signed with shelves to accommodate fish-

ing paraphernalia.

Swimming ,

Swimming has long been considered a popular

sport as well as being recognized for its,

therapeutic value to the handicapped. If a

swimming facility is to be designed 'for

therapeutic use in addition to accommodating the

general public, a pool is preferred over lake

facilities because of better control over water

depth, temperature, supervision, and sanitation.

. .
1. Swimming Pools:

a. Accessibilitytb swimming pools designed

to accommodate a diversity of people can

be provided in two ways:
1. At various locations, .the pool coping

can be raised above the pool deck,' -7"

and fitted with grab bars that allow
people who have difficulty crouching, or

who are wheelchair dependent, to first
sit and then swing their legs over the

side into the water. .

2. The pool coping can be madeevel with

the water with just enough slope todrain

off any water splashed from the pool.

b. Along with both of the above types of pool

copings, there should be a ramp with hand-

rails, and a set of stairs with. handrails,
both located at the shallow end (Ate pool.

c. Pools having more shallow area than is

usual are preferred by many people who
enjoy the security of knowing they can'
touch bottom at any time. if diving is a
requirement,, then an additional pool

should be considered..

2. Lake Swimming:
The major disadvantages to lake swimmin
arise for the most part in regard to people who

are handicapped, because of lack of control

over water depth, temperature, supervision,

and sanitation control. 4

The 'designer, should consider 'the following

items when attempting to make a swimming

area accessible to the handicapped'

a. Because of the difficulties in regulating a

lake swimming facility, the addition of a

swimming pool should be considered,

especially if the lake is also used extensive-

ly for boating, fishing, skiing, and other

water functions.

Considerations for,

Lake Swimming

a. Preferably, grade, of the beach to the

water shoffbe no more than 10

b. An access Valk leading to and along the

water's edge is necessary,

c. A ramp with handrail along one side-ex-

tending into the water to a depth of 3'-0"

should be provided,

d. The entire swimming area should 'be well
marked with floating markers or Signals.

ierha%.
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Siteturoiture,

Ouidoor Bibles

18

liptirlidies, 1,6i5 11tOih. Wi hot rife iftaft
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*rb resat *able ,e1g,'

Ginn Tables Picnic Tables X
,

The following data represents design recorrf:

mendations in regard to the most commonly used

elements of site furniture. The criteria shown are
intended-10 *ance the use of specific types, of

furniture by a greater diversity of people.

1. Tables:
a. Tablesshould be constructed with a clear

space between the ground and bottom edge

of the table of at least 29". This allows,
wheelchair dependent people to pull up

beneath ihd tabletop.

b. A later* space of at least 34" is neces-
sary to account for the width of a wheel-

chair,

c. At least some tables intended for public

use should, be located on hard surface

paved areas. Mothers with children In strol-

lers or carriages, people who are physically

restricted in their movements, and wheel-
chair dependent people are better able to

gain access to these tables.

2. Seating: 0

a. Seating should be provided .adjacent to

paved areas, along walks, near the tops and

bottoms of major ramps and stairs, and

where otherwise deemed appropriate. It

should not be located within a traveled way

where it would create an obstruction.

b. Seat heights in a given area should be uni-

form and at a height from the ground of

18" to 20".

c. Seats shduld be designed with back

supports and arm rests. Aside from being

desirable from a standpoint of comfort,
they also provide support for people rising

up off the seat.

d. Seating should be constructed to support
a minimum of 250 lbs. for each person 'they

are designed to accommodate.

e. A space Of 5'-0" should be allowed between

the front of a seat and the nearest obstacle.

A space 36" wide between ends of

benches, or at the end of one bench, allows
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room for strollers and wheelchairs to park.

3. Telephones:
All installations of outdoor telephones should

Include at least one unit that Is usable by

people not able to use standard telephones.

To this end, the following Items should be

considered: '

ti

I

small children to wheelchair deptiride indiv-

lduals may be accommodated:by

fountains, the followirig items eflioultObe co

steered:

a. In airareas, fountains should bt lacedion

hard surface areas or Imniediate d dent

to hard surfaces, In order/ to be ec le to

wheelchair dependent eople

'a. Access to the unit should be over a bird

surface..
________:_____b_11,may_be, necissaVo deslljn a ',free!.

standing unit that hag Awe fd,untains; one

tot normal ambulant adults,1 4nd ,a lovit, r

fOtintaln for,'chlidren)and ikheelchalr
b. The Installation should be located either

entirely out of doors or, If enclosed, should

be spacious enough to permsit access by a

wheelchair.'

c. The top 'of the telephone should be no

higher than 4'-0" above the floor.

push buttons.
d' 'Controls for drinking fountains should be

c. FUlly recessed fbunfains should be avoyfOci

less adequate space is allotted for wbee"1-

-10/hair acre s,

- 1
pendent 'people.., ...0

16

e. Telephone books should be located approx-
hand-operated levers rather than knobs,

imately 30" above the floor,
I I,

,A .fold-up, seat should be provided al a

height between 18" and, 20",

g. A i)ellume control should be provided in an

out -of- the -way place on the telephone to

aid the hardLof-hearing.

,h. Consult with phone company for their

standards and details offered concerning

. the needs of handicapped Individuals.

I, Design of surrounding facilities (doorways,

openings, hallways, etc.) should comply.

with ,operational, requirementS as outlined

In "Basic Human Considerations" section.

4. Switches, Buttons, Sockets and Wall-

Mounted Appurtenances:
:Switches for lights, buttons for elevators and

street crossing& electrical sockets, fire ex-

, tinguishers, alarm boxes, etc., should be

placed no htgher than 4'-0" from the floor, Pull

down levers or control knobs of any kind

iipould not require more than ,8 lbs. of force to

operate .them,

5. Drinking Fountains
rn order that a greater diversity of people from ,

d. Public telephones should be operable by

h 5

Spring-loaded return mechanisms should

. not be used In conjunction with either

levers or knobs since the force required to

activate these devices Is more than some

people are able to exert, Both the lever and

the bubbler should be located at the front

of the, fountain.

e. Stepping blocks, often provided to enable

children to reach the bubbler, should be

located so as not to Interfere with access to

the fouraeln either by totally ambulant

people oNheelchair dependent peOple.

6. Trash Receptacles

a. Trash receptacles should be of a type that

may be operated bra single hand move-

ment,

b. The opening of a trait) receptacle should be

approximately 3'-0" above. the ground.

Spring-loaded,gloors or doors that are foot-

operated should not be used.

\c. The receptacle should be strong enough to

provide support for people who may require

It in order to use the receptacle.

d. Edges should be crimped, rounded, or

smoothed to' prevent cuts or abrasions.

Trash Cans61SReceptaclesr
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Consideratiptis

General Dimensional Requirements

2, Lanes

I

61N-I 01 MCCOV*144
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In Twentieth Century America, the bicycle's
primary role has been that of a recreational
vehicle. Eyen though bicycle Wes have hopped
auto sales'aince 1972, the malty of the adult
population still reordethe bicycle as a child's
toy or as Just' another fad wrapped up in the
environmental movement.

However, a change Is taking place. Bicycles
are being purchased by adults at a rate that might
be_described_as_phenomenal_lor_shorLtrips,_
Americans are discovering the multi-speed

le Wet bicycle to be a viable1 alternative mode of
transportation, particularly In4congested urban
wee.

UnfortunatelyAwith its many benefits, the
bicycle also brings some problems. Accidents
,involving bicycles have Increased proportionately

with sales. Partly, to blame is the congested
nature of most streets and walkways over which

cyclists musit travel. Poor attitudes toward traffic

and safety regviations by both motorists and
cyclists also contribute their sh"are of mishaps.

in addition to bicycle accidents, bicycle thefts

are also an Ricreasing problem. One recent police

estimate is that thefts are running near 25% of
new bike sales. No reliable figures are available

on the extent of thefts, which In Itself is an

indication of the lack of intedurisdictional
communication, the single greatest police.
problem in catching up with thieves, To render a

bike virtually untraceable by most police

methods, all a thief has to do is move it into
another police jurisdiction and make his sale.

Perhaps the most all-encompassing problem
is that in many areas the person who opts to ride

a bicycle is pedaling himself Into a severe
physical handicap. Choosing a relatively safe
route over which to ride, 'finding adequate
parking, negotiating stairways, curbs, drainage
grates, dodging automobiles and pedestrians all

combine together to make the, cyclist a truly
handicapped individual.

Though moving sloWly, help is definitely on
the way. Realizihg that bikeway implementation
can be an expensive proposition, the Federal
Government has legislatedyaridus monies for the

1 3 Lan"
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funding of bikeway construction
ri

and studies.

Many, state and. local governments hive foltowed
Recomniended Surfaces

suit, Police organizations have begunr.to add bike

Information on regional computer banks. Cyclist
enthusiasts, have banded together to form cycling

ql0e to push for positive actIgn on' bikeway
cliVelopment and bike legislatiorMangfacturers
are also beginning to close the gap ,between
bicycle construction and bicycle security by
offering more sophisticated' locking systems.

Perhaps the moat important Measureitallii7
be taken toward Improved bicycling in the United

States it the enlightenment of adminl ators,

public officials, and desigbers. Sinc most

communities are at present 'idthout bl ays,

what thine individuals propose will Influe ce the

future development of bike systems for rs to

come:

in the design of anikewat:eistem, the are

'a number of basic considerations to be taken Into

account by the designer:

1. Bicycles and Clearances
The dimensions outlined oil the ()ceding

page are by no means mea be fin fe,. The

intention Is to offer basic dl visions, of the

common 10-speed racing-to ring bik
ptpose certain "common sense" desi mirfr,

'mums that have emerged from expo, enta-

don. Designers, in, all cases'ahouldAecogle

aware of local public prefereoces 1n icy

types and adjust their designs acibrdingk,

2. Bikeway Surfaces ,

Thf surface of which a bikeNy is constry'cted
Is perhaps the single most Important f ature

that the designer must consider: A pie

chart showing recommended mated elnh
some basic explanation§ has been Inc Oded to

help direct the designer It considelg sur-
faces for bikeway construction.

3. Classification of Bikew4s
The word "bikeways" $s cornet) be the gen- )
eral term describing ark reserved for

the exclusive or semi-exclus of bicycles

and 'related vehicles; Current lit rature on the

subject generally accepts that-bikeways may .

assume any of threetasic
Class I
Completely separated right-of-way desig-

1 .4'?9
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Bikeway Classifications

Class If
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5.

1:1noted exclusively for bio les. Through
traffic, whether by moto vehicles or

pedestrians, is not allowed. Cross flows by

vehicles and pedestrians are allowed, but

minimized,

Class II ,

Restricted right-of-way, designated exciu-
eively or semiexclusively for bicycles.

Through half Ic by motor vehicles or pedes-

trians is not allowed, Cross flows by
vehlaTsinrffdestrlans are allowed, but
minimized.

Class III

Any shared right-of-way designated by
signs or stencils, Any pathway which
shares Its throughtraffic right-,ofway.with
either moving (but not parked) motor vehl.

lies or pedestrians,

Design Speetie

Bicycle speed is determined by several factors

which Include type of bicycle, gearing ratio,
pavement gradients, pavement 'surface type

and conditiM, wind velocity and direction, air

resistance, and the cyclist's age and physical

condition, Aitnough bicyclists have averaged

touring speeds In excess of 30 mph, a conserv-

ativeative speed for the average cyclist is around 10

to 11.5 mph, with a range of 3 to 19 mph, In de-

termining minimum widths and radii of CUM-

lure on level bikeways, 10 mph is a conserva-

tive figure for design speed.

Gradients:

Since cyclists may be dlicouraged from using

a facility in direct proportion to the amount of

energy and work rate necessary to overcbme

any given length of grades on the facility, the

importance ofideveloping criteria based upon

physiological requirements cannot be over-
emphasized.

The following are suggested norms and
maximums that should be considered when

laying out a bikeway route:

Gradient: NLength:noormo, Max

1.5%

3 % 400' A 800'

4.5% 150' I 300'

10 % 30' 60'

1j7



I. Add Ars olturritars:
At present, emoted radii in the United States

very anywhere frorn 0'.0" to 00'"

When designing radii for bikeway layouts, the

designer should use the following formula:

The equivalent radius of curvature as a func
tion of velocity It expressed In the following
linear relationship:

A si 1,26V+t4

Whin; A the unbraked radius of curve-

lure (In feet) negotiated by a bicycle on a
flat, dry, bituminous concrete surface.

V the velocity of bicycle in MPH

Example; For a Class I bikeway, with use

speed'of 10 MPH, the "comfortable" un-
braked radius of qtrvature is 13.9 feet,

1. Intersections: ,

,Thd most effective way of separating conflicts

between cyclists and motor vehicles, where
the bikeway must cross a heavily traveled
roadway, and heavy bicycle use is anticipated,

is to employ a total grade separaticin. This rec-

ommendation also holds true when the bike-

" way must cross heavily traveled intersections

where significant bicycle traffic might disrupt

the orderly flow of vehicular traffic.

Generally, in densely populated urban areas

with little room for underpasses, providing
toil grade separation at intersections may be
completely prohibitive from the standpoint of

chats. Thle being the case, the designer must

then route the bikeway across the roadway at

grade. Some of the more typical situations are

illustrated In this section.

Parking

When designing or locating bikeway parking

areas, the following Items should be

considered;

a. Secure stanchions should be provided,
(I.e., anchoring of the bicycle frame rather

than a wheel alone, since the secured
wheel can easily, be detached from the

1 atl

frame and the I of the. bike carried off),

b. Stanchions should be located in areas

whore there le constant visual super

vision.

o. Parking wales should be out of pedestrian

pathways.

d. Parking areas should be conveniently

located near cyclist destination, adjacent
to main entries where possible (preferably

5010" or less). II distances become too
great, cyclists will frequently secure bikes

to the nearest available poplanent object
(1.e,, railings, sign posts, light posts, flag-

poles, trees, etc.).

Considerations for Bicycle Parking
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illation Data

Numbers of People with Physical Limitationsl

Activity Limitations

Nene . . 4,650,000

Limitation in one or more actiVities 12,928,000

lifting, carrying weights 7,420,000

stooping, kneeling, crouching .9,322,000

using stairs or inclines 7,747,000

walking 6,617,000

reaching 3,650,0000

handling and fingering 2,451,000

writing: 2,434,000

Unknown

Personal Care Activities :

No,help needed

Needs help (miscellaneous)

in dressing

in personal hygiene

in\ eating

4

16,485,00

1,259,000

1,112;000

698,000

281,000

Unknown

Mobility Limitations

r ' None

Limitations (miscellaneous)

needs help for transportation,

needs help to go ,outside home

confined to home

confined to bed

10,000

15,645,000

1,851,000

854,000

5571,000

288,000

137,000

Unknown 257,000

Mechanical Aids

Non used 15,816,000

Used aids 1,936,000

orthopedic 1,586,000

Sensory Limitations

None

Limitations

vision impairment

hearing impairment

speech impairment

Unknown,

13,526,000

4,099,000

2,820,000

1,061,000

739,000

128,000

Numbers of People with Physical Disorders2

Musculo-skeletal disorders 5,492,000

arthritis or rheumatism 2,201,000

back or spine impairments 1,952,000

loss or impairment of limbs 874,000

other musculo-skeletal conditions 465,000

Cardio-vascular disorders

heart trouble

high blood pressure

hermorrhoids

varicose veins

other cardio-vascular conditions

4,408,000

2,018,000

966,000

204,000

407,000

813,000

Respiratory and related disorders 1;986,000

asthma . i 677,000

other allergies 489,000

chronic bronchitis 4 220,000

emphysema 149,000'

tuberculosis 168,000

other respiratory conditions 283,000

Digestive disorders 1,284,000

hernia or rupture 339,000

stomach ulcer 517,000

other digestive conditions 428,000

U genital disorders

Endocrine-metabolic disorder

diabetes'

thyroid

451,000

690,000,

487,000

203,000

Mental disorders ,
,

1,114,000

. mental illnessnery s trouble 902,000

mental retardation 212,000

Nervous system disorde 922,000

epilepsy 171,000

multiple aclerosis 102,000

paralysis
,

184,000

stroke 257,000

other nervous system conditions 208,000

Sense organs disorders 620,090

visual impairments ',
433,000

deafness 187,000

Neoplasms 301,000

Other and not specified conditiops 487,000



Numbers of People with Physical Limitations3

Population Groups All Aoes Under 17 17-44 4544 85 & over

TOTAL POPULATION 199,843,000 66,711,000. 72,833,000 41,3024000 18,997,000

With Activity UmItatIons. 23,630,000 1,829,000 5,643,000 8,163,000 8,003,000

With Major Activity 17,747,000 873,000 3,573,000 6,358,900 6,943,000

Limitations

Numbers of Peoplewith Physical Limitations Due to ChronicConditions

Selected

Chronic Conditions

Heiri Condition

Hypertensionmithout

heart involvement

Arthritis and

Rheumatism

Other disease of

muscles; bones

and Joints

P4rslysli, complete

or partial

Impairments (except

paralysis and

absence) of back

and spine

impairments (except

paralysis nd

absence) o

extremities

All Ages Under 45

3,606,000 380,000

1,187,000 129,000

3,248,000 331,000

781,000 318,000

925,000 286,000

1,796,000 , 796,000

.45.64 years 65+ years

1;430,000 1,789,000

487,000 571,000

1,267,000 1,650,000

N.

339,000 124,000

4

278,000 .362,900,

682,000 318,000

and shoulders 410,000 153,000 162,000 95,,000

. Impairments (except

paralysis and

absence) of low

extremities

and hips f, , 1,351,000 475,000.. 433,000 443,000

3

68

Numbers pf People

with Mobility Limitadons5

Capacity Limitations , Number,

No mobility limitations , 15,645,000

Limitations ck 1,850,000

Needs help for transportation 854,000

/Needs'help to go outside home 571,000

Confined to home 288,000

Confined to bed 137,000

'Unknown 257,000



Numbers 'of People

Abilities ofAudially-Impaired Pewit tolforki 7 with Audio Impairments7
..

Ability to Work All Ages Under 45 yrs. 4544 yrs.

With limitation

No major activity

Limited In amount or

kind Of major activity

Umited/not major

No limits on activity

8,549,000 127,000 115,000
,

145,000 N/A N/A

219,000 70;000 63,000

97,000 41,000 30,000

8,088,000 2,037,000' 2,558,000

65 yrs./over Both Sexes Sip Number

219,000 , ALL AGES

108,000 Under 25 yrs.

86,000 2544 yrs.

4644 yrs.

N/A
65-74 yrs. .

3,493,000 ,

75 yrs. and over

A'

Numbers of Visually Impaired People8

Visual hipairments ::; All Ages Under 25 25.44 4544 65.74 75 & over

ALL VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS 5,390,000 648,000 744,000 1,499,000 1,126,000 1,373,000

Severe Visual Impairments 1 1,227,000 53,000 66,000 259,000 263,000 585,000

Other Visual Impairments 4163,000 595,000 678,000 1,240,000 863,000 788,000

Numbers of People Using SpecialAids9

Special Aid All Ages Under 45 Under 15 1544 45.64 65 +

Special Shoes. 2,377,000 1,620,000 1,263,000 357,000 444,000 313,000

.Cane or Walking Sick 2,166,000 94,000 7,000 87,000 444;000 1,618,000

Brace

Leg Or FOot 233,000 152,000 88,000 65,000,
°Current

Other 869,000 365,000 61,000 304,000_,. 324,000 180,000

Crutches .. 443,000 147,000 27,000 120,000 158,000 137,000
1

Wheelchair 409,000 100,000 24,000 76,000 94,000 215,000

Walker 404,000 N/A N/A N/A 57,000 329,000

Artificial Limb

Leg or Foot 126,000 N/A N/A N/A 57,000 N/A

Arm or Hand 46,000 N/A i N/A N/A N/A N/A

I

8,549,000

823,00.0

1,341,000'

2,673,000

1,808,000

1,904,000

Prevalence of Selecteii impairments, United
1 .

Chronic Conditions arid Limitations of Activity
2 "States, July, 1963; Jurle 1965.

, end; Mobility, United States, spring, 1966.
Estimatesrom the Health Interview Sur.

vey,' United States, 1970. . .

Chronic Conditions and Limitations of Activity
and Mobility,' United States). July, 1965; June,

1967. ,,

5 Prevalence of Selicted Impairments, United

States, July/1963 ;. June 1965.
° Ibid.

70 Ibid. /
° iid.
9National Center for Health Statistics, 1989.
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kmOomry

*WON)
. Wheelchair

MHO) Crutches

r cane

Walker

Mould (Partial)

Manual Obtal)

Audio (Partial)

ADM° ('ibtal)

Visual (Partial)

Visual Obtal)

Activity

Site Elements

Physical Limitations

Black Qots represent areas ,where site ele-

ments may cause $hysical barriers for hand"-

capped kople if the situation is not given special

design consideration,

Each group of people with a specific physical

handicap will have chdacteris,tiC;probleMS9 with

those site elemehtswhich require the use Of thel.,

phy ical ability whichthey have lost teone degree

ora other, . , ', , . . ,
?

These problems can ,be egorized in died

form according to the ty of handicaps or limita-

tions displayed and the number of. site elements

which will be,pleced on 'a site.,
A chart like The one above gives the 'site de-

,signer or pro)ect adininistrator as thick-reference

NON
check-list tolompare with his site plan. By seeing

where problem areas may arise, he can refer baCk

io the design detail section and make sure that

specified site elements are,not becoming site bar-

viers for the handicapped.

.1 To imp from being redundent, the definitions

for the physical limitations have not been reprinted

,here, They can be found on pages 4 and 5. Like-

wise, the site elements can be found among the

,design detail sections.

4d?.
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State c)

Alabama

0.

Current Legislation

Legisietion &
Data Effective Application of Act

Leg. Act #224
(Efl. 8/9/65).

4

All bldgs. and facilities used by
pub. and constructed In whole or
part by State funds, funds of any
poi. subdiv., or where any State
Interests are Included.

Compliance Adopts
ANSI Standards.

Complete ANSI spec.
adopted.:

e,

e I

ev
;

es
g 71Os State

o cc 811 Buildings

Yes Yes 81. Bldg.
Comm.

Enforcemonts
Local

School Public
Buildings Buildings

'el

tai
e

Remarks

State Bd. of Pol. subdiv.
Ed. & St.
Bldg. Comm.

Yes None

Meeks Leg. Act #303, All pub. bldgs. constructed by
Amended by State or pot, subdiv.
Senate Chapter

#119 (1/1187),

Adopt, ANSI spec.
toto

Dept, of Public Works Yes Waiver Clause: "The regulations of the depart-
ment shall conform as far as It is feasible
to the standards of ANSI'

Arlo Leg. Act 0113, All bldgs, and.facilities used by pub. Complete ANSI slot. , Yes Yes State a*. Bd, of Politicaliln
, Chapter #65 and constructed In *hole or in part adopted. At' ; / Regents or subdivisions

(1 /1 /68). with State tuna of any poi. subctiv,, ,if, / Jr. College
., /

.
Amended keg; or where State Interests are involved. .r DIsts, or.

Act #2045 Including temporary and emergency
` i Sch. Diets.

(July, 1973), construction. Li I

Yes None

Menus Leg. Act #122,
House Bill #257
(2/21 /67),.

Includes all bldgs. of assembly, ed. Yes

institutions, and' office bldgs. con-
structed in whole or part with State .

funds of any, political subdivision.

Yes / Yes

"
Dept. of Health Yes None

Cllltomla Assem, BIll #2238, Includes all puO funded and pub. Yes

Gen. Assem. 710 used bldgs. Also privately owned
(6/7/71). . bldgs. used by pub.

Yes Yes Director of
Dept, of
Gen, Service

Pal. subdiv.

Ji

oi00
C

Bill also Includes sidewalks, curbs, and
related fadilities.

Colorado ' Senate 811 #47
(5/27/65).

Includes all pub. bldgs. constructed Yes

by the State or political .subdivision
of the Stale.

it

/ Yes Yes State Pub.
Works Div.

Pol. subdiv., Pol. subdiv.I
except Stele
Colleges or
Univ.

Yes None

Connecticut. House Bill #3863,
Public Act #216
(6/23/65).
Amended House
Bill #3518
(1/1/73).

Includes all pub, bides, and facil-
ities constructed by State funds or
political subdivision funds. Also
pub. used privately owned bldgs.

Delon, . Senate Bill #264 Pub fund bldgs
(6/30/73).

a

required as source of ; Yes Yes

design criteria: rocli(la.
timis promulgated by
State agency under,leg
directive,

Partial ANSI c iterie Yes Yes

contained I.

Dept. of Pub. Works Yes

Secretary of Dept. of
Administrative Services

Waiver Clause: The public works commissioner
can set.aside or modify any particular standard
or specification when It Is determined that it Is
unpractical and would cause unusual hardship .

or unreasonably complicate the construction,
alteration or repairing of a elle or building.

Yes Waiver Clause: "For good and sufficient reason
stated in writing concern severe economic
hardship to the State or to the political sub
division involved," Waivers Judged by special
review committee,

District of Executive Order Pub. funded bl

Columbia #65413 (3/30/65),
No

Florldo Leg. Act Pub. funded bldgs.
#225(19,d),
Amended (7/1/65),
Amended (7/1/72),

Yes

Yes Yes Dept. of Bidgs. and Grounds Yes Waiver Clause: "Design modifications to
accommodate handicapped people shall be
made to the extent feasible without adding
sIgnilicantly to the cost of construction,"

Yes Yes "Contracting Authority" in question

. .

Yes Waiver Clause: "Insofar as financially reason
able in the opinion of said contracting

. authority, such facilities shall conform with
the (standards of ANSI').

Giorgio Leg. Act Senate Pub. funded bldgs.
Bill #412CA1
(4/3/72).

14
Yes Yes State Fire Marshal Yes None

Howell Leg, Act #260, Pub. funded bldgs.
House Bill #158
(7/16/69).

Yes No but eriforcement Yes Dept. of Accounting and Gen, Services
ag, has rem, policy - :

Yes None

. Or
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c
221

a 1 PI 3:

*Illation & Comp Hence Adopts Stets School1 E li
Enforcement.

Local
lei
g t1..

!It !S.

Public

Stele Date Silently. Application of Act ANSI Standouts 88 om Buildings Buildings Buildings 8z Remarks

72

Idaho Leg. Act All pub, bldgs. constructed with Yes

House Blii #21, State or any poi. subdiv. funds.

Chapter #5,
(7/1/87).

Yes Yes Contracting officer or authority of the Yes Waiver Clause: Facilities and features for the

State or its poi, subdiv. physically handicapped shall be provided "to
the extent dewed feasible by The contracting
officer or authority of the State or, said political
sub-divisions, Insofar as is feasible in the
opinion of said contracting officer or authority,
such facilities shall conform with the (stand- ,
ards of ANSI*").

A Illinois Leg. Act PIO, owned bldgs., also, pub. used'- Yes

House Bill #2416 privately owned bldgs.

(111 168).

Yes. Yes 'Dept. of Gen. Services Yes Waiver Clause: "This standard shall be '
applied to the extent deemed feasible, In cases

of remodeling."

( Indiana Leg. Act
Chap. #49
(10/24/69),

Pub, owned bldgs. Yes Yes Yes Administrative Building Council Yes None

lows Leg. Act
Chap, #104,
Code of Iowa
Senate File #352
14/22/651.

All pub. funded bldgs. Also, emer- Yes Yes Yes State Building Code Commissioner Yes None

gency and temporary conditions.

Kansas Leg. Act Pub. funded bldgs. Yes If greater than Yes Arch,' Din, of Pol, subdiv, Yes None

Senate Bill #517
25% gross area Slate Dept. of

(1/1/69). .

Admin. .

Kentucky Senate Bill 41167, All pub. bldgs. constructed by State No

General Assem. poi. subdiv. of State.

(3/24/ ),

Yes Yes State agencies Pol. subdiv. . Pol. subdiv. Yes None

Louisiana Leg."A t #204,t All pub, funded bldgs.

house Bill #100.
(6/28/68).

Yes Yes Yes State Fire Marshal Yes Nov

Milne Leg, Act HP 01(4, All pub. lurided bldgs.

411583,Triat7 '. ',.
ing Part #7 F

Chapter, #331
(6/6/137).
SP #1004D, #310
(3/13/69),
LD #657 (4/2/73), ,

Yes Yes, it greater Yes Public Comm, of Ed. Pol. subdiv. Yes None .

than $100,000 Improvement
Director

Maryland Leg. Act Senate Pub. funded bldgo.

Bill #404, added
new Sec. #51 to
Article #78; A
(7/1/68).

Yes Yes Yes Gen. Service, State Dept. of Pol. subdiv. Yes Possible Waiver Clauses: This act contains

AdministratHM Education
provision stating that barrier-free public. sr I. '
buildings end tacillties.shouid be suitably
marked by an "accessible to the handicapped"
symbol. Act AO applies to publicly funded,
Publicly used transportation accommodations
which are engaged In mess transportation.

Meuechtmetts Leg. Act Senate
BIll #1427,
Chapter #22, as
emended by
,Chip. 0724.
Leg Act #3537
(1/71(68),

Pub. funded bldgs. Yes.: Yes Yes Supervisor of Government Pol. subdiv. Yes None

Pub bldqs body

a

Michlin Leg, Act #1 Pub. funded bldgs. Also, pub. used - Yes Yes Yes State Bldg. Dept. of State Bldg. Yes None

... (7/1/86). privately owned bldgs. Div Education Div,

Amended Leg.
Act #293 ,



I
g

Ei Enforcement'

CoirilInce Adonis t= Slats School Public
Leal

State. gi 111604 Application of Act A 81 litandarBel 84 luildinss Buildings Ivildings 01 Remarks

Miaow% &0&=7777=p77p Inspector Ydk None
Code (8/1/71). privately owned bidge.

pub.

Leg: Act Pub. funded bldgs.
' Senate Bill #2131

(7/1 2).

No \Yes Yes Slate Board of Health Yes Welver'Clause: "Except when such compliance
is impracticel in the opinion of the State Board
of Health," .

Illesserl Leg, Act Pub. funded bidgs. No Yes es State State Dept. Poir subdiv. Yes None
House 8111 #311 Planning . of Ed.. (1967). Constr,

Division

Montana Leg. Act Pub, funded bidgs. Also, emergency Yes

House 9111 #345,' and temporary bldgs.
Chapter #223
(3/8/65).

Yes Yes Slate State Pol. subdiv. Yes None
%Controller Supervisor of

Pub. Instr, .

Nebraska Leg. Act #584 Pub. funded bidgs.'Also, emergency Yes Yes Yes Comm, of Comm, of. Pol. subdiv. Yes None
(11/16/85). w and temporary bldgs. Labor Ed.

Nevada Leg. Act Pub.'funded bldg,. Yes . Yet Yee Contacting officer or authority Yes None
Senate Bill #446
(3/13/73).

New Hampshire Leg. Act
House 8111 #59
(7/1/65).

Pub. funded bldgs. . Yes Yes Yes Dept. Pub. State Board Poi, subdiv. Yes None
Works of Ed..

N0,1101,49 la.tAicit4sseenTibly Pub. Junded bldgs.

#355 (1972).

Yes Yes Yes Contracting Authority Yes ,None

4

New Mexico liaift House Pubi funded bldgs. Yes Yes Yes State Construction Industry Board Yes %Artist's.: Aniperticuler etandeN gray
waived if the governing authority resat

#194 (3/25/65r ' for the construction and the board
requirements: "Imprecticable:;.

New fork Leg. Act
Chap. #1356
(9/4/72).

Pub. funded bidgs. Also pub. used - Yes
privately owned bldgs,

'Yes Yes Official governing body or board having Yee 516 municipalities tu r e lathe State
design approval authority Building Code w provides for accessible

construction

N01111 Caroline Stele Building Pub. funded bidgs. Also, pub. used - Yes
Code (3/13/73). privately awned bldgs.

Yes Yes . N.C. Dept. of Insurance Yes N

North Dakota Leg. Act ' Pub. funded bldgs.
House Bill #1129
(7/1/73).

Yes Yes Yes State Construction Superintendent Waiver Clouse: In cues of practical difficulty,
unnecessary hardship, or extreme differences,
the Slate construction superintendent shall '

grant exceptions from the literal requirements
of the standards provided by this act or per.
mil the use of other methods or materials, but
only when It is clear or evident that reason
ably equivalentfecilitetion and protection are
thereby secured.

Ohio Le Act #124, Pub funded bidgt,
neral Assembly

/1/66).

No ANSI spec, required Yes Yes I Board of idg. Standards Yes Waiver Clause: "The Board of Building Stand.
as design criteria. . girds shall adopt standards rules and regale.

. :

r hone to facilitate the reasonable access end

/ use by all handicapped persons of ell public
buildings and the facilities thereof erected
after Jen. 1966. The Board of Building Stand.
ards adopted in 1986 the ANSI' standard
pertinent to publicly funded buildings.. ,
Waiver clause is In Board of Building Stand.
ards: "The chief enforcement official may
permit variance from the'provIsiona ..."

14 7,

148
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A el 4 Enlorcemenis el

'. Slats Witt Application of Act
Colepfles eels

Ox
:

tiroStandards cc co Buildings Buildings Buildings
'State School poillak----.1 t

' "horns log. Aol 0955 Pub, funded bidget Yes Yes Yes Board of Pub, Pol. subdiv.

(1/2/88).
Affairs

Remark

Pol. subdiv,'" Yea Waiver Clause: Facliltiaje ihaltbe provided
"For the handicapped tab' ektent deemed
feasible by the contractihiAtherity, Insofar
as feasibly and financially reetionable In the
opinion of the contracting authority auch
facilities shall conform with the (Standards

fl of ANSI"),

Oregon Leg. Act Pub, funded bldgs.

House Bill #1074
(unknown date). 4

Yes Yes Yes Stale Fire Marshal Yee None

Pannsplvila Leg. Act #348,
Act of Gen,
Assam, #235

(9/1/65). ,

Pub. funded bides, Yes Yes Yes. Dept. of Labor and Ind. " Yes None

Skids Inland 1(.171,9r,c8t4)1964 Pub, 'funded bldgs. Yes Yes Yes None Yes None

South Cirolina Leg, Act Pub. funded bides.
House Bill #1438
(4/27/73).

Yes

South Dakota Leg. Acl
Senate 8111 #(2,
Chapter #312
(7/1/85).

Pup, funded bldgs. Yes

Timms Leg; Act
Senate Bill #841,

'Chapter #484
(2/25/70).

Pub, fund (d bldgs. Yes

Yes Yes Chief of Stale Ed; Pol.pubdiv,

Engineering Finance

Staff of State Committee
Budget &
Control Bd,

Yes Amendment to law includes deduction for
renovation of building or facility intended to
be used and IB actually used by the general
public. The minimum renovation required shall 4
Include one or more of 'the lollowing: ground
level or ramped entrance, free movement
between public use areas and washroom and
toilet ,faclilties accessible to and usable by

physically handicapped people..,

Yes Yes State Engineer Yes Effective 7/1/71, the International symbol of
access must be displayed at the entrance of.
public buildings and facilities In SD If such
structures have provisions to accommodate

wheelchair users, ,.--..
Yes Yes Department or agency of State or subdiv, Yes Waiver Clause: "The minimum specifications

which has primary responsibility for shall be complied with , , unless the Pawn.

design of pub. bides. sIbicAuthority (in his respective area) shell
determine that compliance Is reasonably
Impracticable from either an architectural or a
financial standpoint, in which event such
compliance as is reasonably practicable shell
be effected,"

Texas Leg, Act Pub, funded bldgs. Also, Fed. Yes

Senate Bill #111, funded tildes,

Chapter #324
(1/1/70).'

Utah Leg. Act 1969
(no date).

r
Pub: tded bldgs, Also, pub. used - Yes
privately owned bides.

Yes Yes (higher ed. poi, subdiv,) . 'Yes None,

,State Bldg. Commission with legal
support from District Court

Yes Yes' Slate Bldg. State Board Pol. subdiv., , Yes None

Board of Ed.

Vermont

r.

Leg, Act
'House #49
(7/1/87),

Pub. funded bldgs,T Yes Yes Yes Dept. of Pub. State BoardBoard piul
Safety

Yes

Safety of

Yes Waiver Clause: "The/building construct' n
specifications at the liMe of construction hall,

' as far as practicable, be equal to ANSI 11 1',

WON Legltot Pub, funded bides,

Chept, 0539
18126/70),

%shin, Leg, Act Pub, funded bldgs,
Nouse Bill #1341
(1971),

0

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes Director of the Div,
Office of EnginPerIng and Bldgs.

Yes None

Yes Yes Bldg, Dept, of respective poi, subdiv. Yes None

449
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slab
Legislation I
Date Inactive

West Virginia leg, Act
House 9111 41676

17/1.4094
,1

Winch

el Into mots
Loa&

I

Compliance Adopts Nib hool-Publif
Application of Act ANSI Standards oi Paulding, Buildings Buildings

Pub, funded bidps.

Remarks

No Yes Yes Director of Div, of,Vocational Rehab,
of State Board of Ed,

leg. Act 030,
Chapter 0207

we of 1969
1/70),

Pub. funded bides. Also, pub. used - No
privately owned bit*,

Wyoming La g, Act
1/70)

S.F. #11 Pub, funded bldps,1, Yes

Yes Yes

o

Pol, subdiv. and Stale Dept. of Ind.,
Labor and Human Relations

Yee Waiver Clause: "The director shall have the
authority to exempt buildings and facilities
from the provisions of this article , in whole
or pert, if, in his opinion, compliance therewith
would create financial hardehlp, be
impractical or serve no benefit.

Yes Limited to profddinp "reasonable means of
ingress and egress by the physical handl

capped , "

Yes Yes State Fire Marshal Yes Waiver Clause: "If It appears that said features
would Impose an unreasonable expense upon
the contracting authority which would more
than offset the benefits obtained by their
inclusion, The State Fire Marshal, with the
advice & counsel of the Director of Vocetlinel
Rehabilitation, may waive said requirements,"

'ANSI refers to American National Standards Institute for making buildidgs
and sites accessible to and usable by the physically handicapped
ANSI-111,1, 11971),

0

S.

1.51 ' 9
,14



uals&Organizations
forInfpnnatioit

`Itid ',Moats Contacted .

Nom Allan, Easter, Seal Society, 521 Second

Ave. West, Seattle, Washington 98119

Melon C. Arneson, Rehabilitation Services Ad.

ministration, Dept. of'H,E.W., Room 3014 South

Bldg,, Washington, D.C. 20201

-KM IIFATutimlarokrutunian-Kinney-Assoelates,
360 Bryant Street, Palo Alto, California 94301

Richard Austin, Dept. Landscape 'Architecture,1

Seaton Hall, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

VA. Ausdon EDD, University of Waterloo, Ontario,

Canada
Richard Blakely, Dept. of Landscape Architecture,

25 Agricultural. Hall, University of Wliconsln,

Madison, Wisconsin

"Thomas Borrelils1 Griswold, Winters and Swain

1101 Greenfield Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15217 'IP

Thomas. O. Byerts, Director, Housing and Environ-

mpnt, Gerontologicdi Society, Suite 520, One

DuPont Circle, WasHington, D.C, 20036

Donato Capozzoll, Director, Recreation and Camp-

ingServices, N.Y. Association for the Blind, 111

59th St., New York, New York 10022

Leon Chatelain, Jr. FAIA, Chatelain, Samperton

and 'Nolan, 1625 K Street, N.W., Wash,D,C.

Alex Clark, Vancouver, B.C.

Mrs, P. Cluff, Cluff and Cluff, A; hitect, Toronto,

(Intario, Canada

Elizabeth H. Coiner, National Park Servicd, Wash-

ington, D.C.

li. Paul Cowley, Ribera and Sue, 661 Twenty-sev-.

with St., Oakland, California 94612

D,E. Curren, Canadian Parablegic Assoafatioh, At-

. lantic Division, Halifax, N.S.

:Richard Danner, Carnegie Hall, 57th and 7th Ave.,

New York, New York ,

Richard K. Dee,. principal, Johnsdn and Dee,
Landscape Architects and Urban Designers,

Avon, CT 06001 ,

iss chemln, Canadian. Council on Social

pments, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Margaret Elliott, Rehabilitation Foundation for the

Disabled, London, Ontario, Canada

Erwin Friedman, Director, Natidnal Children's Cen-

ter, 62002nd Street N.W., Washington, D.C.

,Deborah Greenstein, Dept. of Housing and Urban

Development, Washington, D.C. 20410

Choi's. Quell, Director, Community Design Re-

search Programs and Government Project Man.

agar, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development, Washington, D.C., 20410.

Ms.'M.R. Hamilton, Royal Ottawa Hospital, Ottawa,

OntariorCanada

15 r)0 1

Mr. D. Henning, Division of Building Research,

National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada

Dorothy Jeffery, Coordinator of Public Affairs,

Easter Seal Society, Worcester, Mass, 01608

Dean A. Johnson, Prtncipal, Johnson and Dee,
Landscape Architects and Urban Designers,

Avon, CT 06001

W.L. Katelnikoff, Walter L. Kateinikoff, Architect,

Winnipeg, Manitoba

William Kerwin, Smith Kerwin Inc., Mercantile

Bldg., Towsen, Maryland 21204

Joseph Konchelk, Dept, of Design and Environ-

mental Ecology, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.

Barbara M. Laging, Design Consultant - Interiors,

1140 South 20th, Lincoln, Nebraska 68502

Peter Lassen, Health Care Facilities Service, Vet

erans Administration, 810 VOrmont Ave, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20420

Ira Laster, Office of Program Coordinator, Office
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President's Committee ; on Employment of the
Handicapped, Committee' on Barrier Free De-
sign, Washington, D.C. 20210 -
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Rehabilitation International, Norman ACton, Sec-
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Slaw Elizabeth Kenny Foundation, 1800 Chicago
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York, New York 10016
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